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LIFE-DAYS.
Count not the years that have idly flown,
The years that are vainly spent;
Nor speak of the hours thou must blush to own,
‘When thy spirit stands hefore the throne,
To account for the talents lent ;
Count not those years.
But number the hours redeemed from xin,
.
The moraents employed for heaven;

” Oh! few and evil thy days have been,
Thy life a toilsome but worthless scene
Ifto God it has not been given.
Life's waning hours, like the SibyPs page,
As they lessen, in value rise.
Oh! rouse thee and live; nor deem man’s age
Stands Tn the length of his pilgrimage,
But in days that are truly wise.
Oli

may

be allowed.

simpler form of worship than that of the
established church, went to Holland.

itself, and

would never have been heard of but for
the piece of money taken from its mouth.
And even, that, the Lord mitacylously
placed there beforehand.
, It will not do,either, to perform this duty as a mere mechanical form. We are
told, in one familiar verse of the New
Testament, that ‘he which soweth sparingly, shall reap also sparingly.” Scholars tell us that this singular word, sparingly, occurs nowhere else in the Scriptures ;
and that it means grievingly, regretfully,
holding back after the gift, if such an ex-

@he Worning Star,
WEDNESDAY,

in their call to pay taxes.

There

But finding there scarcely less safety for
their little church, in 1620

the Mayflower colony to New

of cold

water which

England.

which the national custom now dates.

four men on a * fowling expedition”

In

thing I can do to aid in this holy

that

for their thanksgiving dinners and for the
festivities of the week they might have
“more dainty and
than ordinary.”

are

prise?

Again after two years, in July, 1623,

of New Eugland,

even

at

a

of the annual

the

of a disciple, is not to be dripped off from
the end of an icicle.

and 1864.

proclamation

thanksgiving day in

1863

Since that time the observance

of this day has become an annual and pational custom, established for ‘the last
Thursday in November.

with a diligent comparison of means with
ends. Before he had anything, Jacob setPerhaps it may be a source of surprise
BY REV. OC. F. PENNEY.
tled that he would give at least Sne-tentl to some descendant of the Plymouth PuriI mean inthe matter of giving. Right of what should come to him.
tans, who may be rather inclined to the
System in giving is the secret of all opinion that as goes New England so
teaching on this important part of Christian Ethics is too scanty in our homes ; and success. The stream of benevolence ought goes the universe, to be reminded that
as the brook
too rarely has public utterance in our pul- to flow clearly and constantly,
the observance of Thanksgiving day has
which
followed
the
uplifted
staff
of Moses
pits. And yet as a duty important and
only become a national custom within
fundamental, it. holds no second place in the desert.
sixteen years. Such an one could readily
A definite and large-hearted calculation sympathize with the Maine lady, in her
among the teachings of the inspired
should be made by each individual, in the astonishment a few years ago, when her
Word.
Takean illustration :—We find prayer beginning of his Christian career. In visiting Western friend remarked over
and alms-giving placed side by side in some quiet, unexcited hour, each young the crisped body of the festive turkey,
-the sermor-on the mount. Why should not man, prayerfully, should strike the bal- “Why, we do not keep Thanksgiving
the duty of giving be equally emphasized ance of his income. Let each one obtain day, out West.”
Now, all honor to
with that of praying? And why should a list of the causes of benevolence sure, ‘America that twice in tho
year there
a man, on charitable end intent, ring the during a given year, to come before him. comes out from under the
hand of
bell of a Christian man’s door with trem- Then let him calculate how much per cent. our chief ruler at the Capital a public recbling, or stammer when he tells what is on his income he can give; and this ommendation, advising the people of the
wanted ; or a Christian minister feel the should be divided in a proper apportionwhole nation to assemble in their various
need of seme half apologetic utterance ment among the calls. Aud then, in some places of worship, for prayers of humiliabefore he sends the contribution - boxes ‘book, at regular dates, let him enter these tion and prayers of thanksgiving to the
monthly sums as he would any otherecovthrough the aisles of his church?
God of nations.
Now, the'fact is, a purpose and plan in enant notes of hand, and so be ready to
giving should be among the ecrliest in- meet them. Almost everything depends
MAINE SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.
struction in every Christian home, and on beginning right. If sotne plan is not
At
the
Eleventh Annual Meeting of the
adopted
in
early
life,
it
is
rarely
begun
should be supplemented by the hearty enMaine State S. S. Association, recently
Ie who
dorsementof every Christian pulpit. There with any heartiness afterwards.
is an incident mentioned in the carly his- waits to gather, before he commences to held at Farmington, the following officers.
tory of Jacob,—which might escape the give, hardens while he delays. He who were elected: President, Guy C. Goss,
of Bath; Vice Presidents, J. P. Latham,
attention of a careless reader,—which, it gives tithes at the start, will grow him“of
Wilton, F. L. Dingley, Lewiston, C.
seemsto me, is one of the most signifi- self as his fortune grows. And it should
F.
Penney, Augusta, F. W. Bakeman,
cant in his life, and had much to do with never be forgotten that money is only the |.
Auburn,
and Eli Jones, of Vassalboro;
the worldly prosperity of the man who measure of manhood, when consecrated
Secretary,
Wm. H. Clark, So. Norridgesaid of himself many years after: “With to Christ. It is ourselves we giveto him,
wock
;
Treasurer,
A. R. Bixby, Skowhebut my staff 1 crossed the Jordan, and’ ourselves he demands.
gan. The Executive Com. consists of the
now I and become two bands.” On the
Since penning the above, the Star of
Pres., Sec., Treas., and County Secrefa-

morning after the ‘vision of Angels” had

Nov. 19, has come

surprised him, and the ladder let down
from heaven, he promised God that “of
all that thou.shalt give me, I will surely’
give the tenth unto thee; evincing not
only that the root of piety was planted in
his heart, but also his early parpose to
give a portion of his wealth to religious

a thousand dollars must come in within
ten days” to enable the treasurer to remit
to India the sum" needed and pledged to
our faithful missionaries!
Is not the lack

ends, and the establishment of a fixed system in presenting it. Jacob seems to have
understood, in the outset, that this was to

be the practical side of his life,

This duty of giving should be taken up
early by every young Christian as a matter of study; and he should contribute,
not on impulse, but by plan. he New

Testament rule is, ‘Every man, according
as he purposeth in his heart, so let him
give.” It is just as much his duty to putpose what he will give, as to give what

he has purposed, The amount of all our
contributions should be predetermined,
not capricious.

Every one should seek to

be intelligent. Each one should investigate for himself. It is hardly a Christian
thing to do to interrupt the solicitor with
the words, “Well, well, I have no doubt
itis all right; about how much is my
share?” Such an acquiescence may be
graceful, but there is no grace in it.
It will not do to leave this duty to mere
impulse of excitement. Christians ought
never to wait for fervid appeals, or ardent

addressesto sympathy.
is influenced

only

by the

That man, who
power

of olo-

quence, who does his giving only under
the tearfulness wrought by vivid pictures
of need, or thrilling descriptions of suffering and pain, would have an equal right
to decline giving when the request is tame-

ly put. (If his purse can not open, except
when some tremendous oration of a mas-

ter has flung him at once into a spasm of
generosity, then it is proof he has not
even so much as commenced the study of

the logic of benevolence.

For this duty

is not grounded uponvthe power of human
speech 10 either move or disgust him, but
on his relations to God: and God's work.
That man bestows alms to little benefit

who has to be inveigled into it by stratagem. He may find his resemblance in
the historic fish, which Simon Peter
caught at our Lord's command, when they

to Hand.

“More than

ries, ex-officio and C. M. Bailey, Winthrop,

J.

B.

Davis,

Farmington,

W.

Woodbury, Skowhegan, and Jas. B. Levery, Farmington.
At the International Coivebtion held at

too much the result of the neglect of a
right education in the matter of giving,—

Atlanta, Ga., in April, 1878, there were
reported from Maine 1,200 schools, 12,

of beginning wrong, instead of right?
What is needed to fill the treasuries of all
our Benevolent Societies, is the purpose
and plan of each disciple to give, at least,
a tenth of his income to the Lord. It is not
the occasional storm,or capricious shower
that we must rely upon to fill the reservoir
from which our supplies are to be drawn;

the

Record,

Houlton;

000 teachers and officers, 80,000 scholats;

making
a total of 99,000 in attendance,
and showing that 2,000 had been received
to the churches. At the State Convention held at Bath, in May of the same

year, only 244 schools had reported to the

A. S. Ladd,

An-

direct command from God to Moses on
Mt. Sinai. But lest the religious service of
our harvest home become simply a form,

let us hope that its primitive observance

on our New England shores was the result of a senge of dependence upon the Creator, and that each returning anniversary
of the custom, so dear to every heart, is a
spontaneous and special return of thanks
for his care.

Occasional religious services for thanks-

giving were not unusual in Europe before

the Puritan's inauguration of the day on
the shores of New England. History records many such observances of gratitude
for victories in battle or calamities averted. But it'yet remained for the early
colonies of New England to inaugurate a

the State,

one

person,

who

will

be

sponsible for accurate statistics for all the
schools in said town, and with whom we

of Cumber-

land, has declined on account of sickness,
and Waldo and Washington have not yet
reported.
W. H. CLARK, State Sec.

fail of arresting spiritual progress, and
of making a shriveled church, it will be
due to the very special and sovereign

grace of God,—Reév: 4. C. Thompson.
En
gm im in A

ELLE

AVOIDING THE ISSUE.

ir:

When your play-loving boy asks to go
out after supper, and you don’t think it
best, for any reason, that he should, do not

of the Ex. Com. to avoid all unnecessary
expense, and yet secure the best results. Tf each will do his share, there
is ability in the State of Maine to do a

grand and glorious: work,

« The Press,

Pastors, and Supts., we believe, are will-

ing to aid-this good cause.
the rate

of one

cent a

If funds at

member

our

in

gchools can be forwarded to our Treasur-

”
I]

$

We are pleased

make himself and everybody
uncomfortable until bedtime.

to

near
You

him
can

rule him, of course, by force ; but it isn't a

victory to be proud of. How much better to make him prefer to stay in,— or at
least to reconcile him to it. Propose a

game with him, taking a hand yourself;

or read to him out of a book a’ little beyond his range of reading, but quite
within his line of thinking; or have a
frolic, or ¢orn-popping lark,—anything to
give the boy a good time and make him
forget his disappointment. No time is

way.

Things

are going wretchedly wrong in that family where the little ones stay in the house
as in a prison, or go to bed unhappy.
The wisest and most successful mothers are those who avoid, whenever possible, direct issues on trivial

matters

with

young children who have a very positive
will of their own. It is quite possible to
“go one eye” on little delinquencies
without being blind to disobedience or
wrong-doing.
Those, especially, who
can not rule their own spirits should be

Wednesday,

Jan.

7.—Prayer

for

the

Church of Christ, its ministers, its growth

and people; for peace and religious
Saturday, Jan. 10.—Prayer
erty.

libfor

Home and Foreign Missions; for the outpouring of the Spirit upon all flesh ud
the conversion of the world.

Scratching is the sole |protest left to the
plain citizen. He can not go to the pri=
mary meeting.

5

ht to; and
aplist.

But he can

scratch;

he

we hope he will,.—Natign-

in hea-

the

Oriyu

bas. it.

work.

The

Lord

increase

and Yet Increaseth,
Act

the

of Incorporation.

An objection was made on the floor of the
Senate, on the ground that it was designed to
afford the means for exporting religion, while
we had none at home to spare.
A member
replied that religion is a commodity of which
the more we export, the more we have re-

maining.
+40
roe

WASHINGTON

LETTER.

‘WASHINGTON, D. C.,

Nov. 20.

THE TRIBUTE TO GEN. THOMAS,

condition,

having a full attendance for the season.
Every year shows moreand more clearly
the value and importance of the work already done, and that still in progress at

‘When the guns of Fort Sumter in April,
1861, echoed over - the land, there were 1100
officers inthe U, 8S. regular army.
Of this
number, about 240 (for the most part Southera
born) resigned and cast their lot with the Re-

bellion. A small proportion, some 20, with
drew from the service, and took
no part in
the struggle, while the balance, nearly 840
of northern nativity, remained true to their
country.
:
There were notable exceptions on either

side
; General J. C. Pemberton, born in and
appointed from Pennsylvania, went over to
treason, and met an ignominious fate in the
trenches of Vicksburgat the hands of the indomitable:

Grant,

while

on

a son of Virginia, around

the other

side,

whose heart the

tendrils of that proud old State must have
clung with tenacious power, left companions,
traditions, State and all behind him.
That

was

Thomas, the rock at Chickamauga,

who

died a

pillar of the

and

Union.

The unveiling of the statue to Maj. Gen.
Geo. H. Thomas occurred in’ this city on
Wednesday,and was a pageant worthy the occa-

sion and the man. This is another contribution
to the collection of statues that now adorn the
public squares .of the ‘ national Capital.
The
space, known as Fourteenth street circle, has
been selected for its location (situated about

one-Half mile northeast of the White House),

and forms
a complete circle by the intersection —of two streets (14th-and M.); running
north and southeast and west, and also two
Harper’s Ferry. The young men and wom- avenues (Mass. and Vermont), diagonally
en who entered the school at the opening piercing the cirele, thus approaching its center
from eight directions.
are now teachers, preachers and citizens
filling important positions and doing good + The bronze figure of man and horse surmounts a massive granite pedestal, rising 15
service among their people. The number of
feet from the solid plane of stone to the rider’s
colored men and women capable of wisely
hat—the same measurements from the nose
leading their friends to a higher and safer
of horse to tip of’ tail, and cost $40,000, a doposition is constantly increasing,
and this nation to the country by the survivors of the

increase is

becoming

more

rapid

every

cellent institution,

and

need have no

fear

of its being over-burdened with funds.
Money can be judiciously expended in adding to its outfit of fixtures and furniture
for the boarding.

halls,

in

books

for

its

library
and
apparatus
for use in its
class-rooms. A generous endowment would
be a grand thing, and can come none too
soon, The way is open wide for every
one who

feels especially called upon

in this noble work.
The best
thing in
the
the school is that the Lord
ed

it

with

many

precious

scores of souls have

to

aid.

history of
has bless-

revivals

and

been.converted

with-

in family government,
in its gvalls, and have become * preachers
than in helping the children to prefer or "of righteousness,” laboring publicly or

your

up,” as

Senate of Mass., for an

better expended,

to aceept cheerfully

villages

In 1812, the American Board petitioned

snap out, ‘“ No; you can't! The place “year.
Many of our people feel a deep and spefor boys is in the house at night.” "If the
lad has any of the old Adam jn him, he. cial interestin the prosperity of this ex-

will either sulk, or rebel, or manage

the

There Is that Giveth

to. learn that the Nora prosperous

‘“vomited

ed in every good
the number.

This will lighten the labors of our treasurer, and relieve his mind of a burden of care
So. Norridgewock, Me.
©--O-0-&
which he ought not to be compelled to carry; it will cheer the hearts of our brethren
A SURE RECIPE FOR OHURCH DECAY. abroad, and give them the best assurance
Adopt as a ruling maxim, ‘¢ Charity be- that they are not forgotten, and that their
gins at home ;”” make sure that it will al- work is not maintained grudgingly.
Debt
so end at home ; keep an eye upon local is a millstone cn the neck of the indebted,
conveniences and adornments; be careful and those who have gone to the far off
to read little concerning urgent essential front ought not to he obliged to carry it. For
wants in the wide field of domestic and their sakes and for our own honor let us do
foreign destitution; be on the alert to the fair and honest thing by keeping our
hear criticisms and slurs upon missiona- receipts up-to-the mark of the full require-ries and benevolent societies. With great ment of the work.
apparent candor and appreciation of
STORER COLLEGE.
mal School is in

the

Many give proof that they are warmly interest-

funds be provided in advance for the next.

Christian equity, maintain that it is
wrong to put anything into the Lord's
treasury till personal debts and church
debts are discharged; give up the monthly concert of prayer; and if all this shall

that

the preacher to explain ‘it,

to and fro in all

ont,”

by before the balance should be forwarded.
Let us keep well up with the demands of
our work and fill the empty treasury so
that this debt, for it is virtually our debt,
may be quickly discharged, and ample

in grace, and its enlargement; and for
may correspond with respect to town orrevivals of religion throughout our counganizations. Any person willing to do try.
Thursday, Jan. 8.—Prayer
for
this work will confer a great favor by for- Christian education ; for the family, and
warding his or her name, by postal card, ‘institutions of learning ; for Sundayto either the County or State Secretary. schools, and Christian Associations. FriThe debt resting upon the Convention day, Jan. 9.—Prayer
for nations, rulers

has been removed, and it is the purpose

friends

est possible date. The cost of remitting
is not great, and a month ought not to go

Bangor

Secretary, with total attendance 0f 19,797,
and 1,262 converts. This showing comes
the living fountains of benevolence,spring- from a failure of schools to report. The
ing from hearts where Christ abides, are returns for the past year were so imperthe only source of our reliance and hope. fect that we are unable to judge what
May these be multiplied a thousand fold. progress has been made. We can note? ery careful not needlessly to precipitate
a conflict with those under them. ‘There
|
O00
overlook the importance of accurate stais sometimes more ceurage in running
tistics
as a basis for our work, and’ the
away than in fighting; more wisdom in
THANKSGIVING IN HISTORY.
consequent importance
of care
and
avoiding the issue than in asserting auBY IDA HAZELTON.
promptness
in making reports from
thority. — Golden Rule.
schools. To secure this, and aid in more
O-b-O 0-0
Authorities assume that our Thankscompletely organizing the State for work,
giving was suggested by the Hebrew feast
THE WEEK OF RRAYER.
Statistical Secretaries have been elected
The following is the programme adoptof tabernacles, or “‘feast of ingathering at
each County, to whom all reports of
for
the end of the year.” This idea is quite" schools in the respective Counties should ed by the U. S. Evangelical Alliance, for
substantiated by the fact that its national
the Week of Prayer, January 4-10, 1880.
be made, and who, in turn, will report to
observance is now permanently estabSunday, Jan. 4.—Sermons on the ‘¢ Full
Secretary. These Secretaries
lished at the close of our own ingathering the State
ness of Christ's Salvation.” = Monday,
will also assist, as far as possible, in
Jan. 5.—Thanksgiving for the blessings
of the harvest. The authority for such a
and
Conventions and Institutes,
of the past year, and prayer for their conrite could scarcely come from a higher County
in their organizations.
source, if we refer to the Hebrew feast thus help the towns
tinuance.
Tuesday, Jan. 6.—Confession
We would like to secure in each town in of sin, and humiliation before God.
for its origin, since the keeping of their
re-

feast of ingathering was in obedience to a

Our

and

thendom. If you are ** neither cold nor hot,”
you know what awaits’ you.
The Lord save you from being * spewed

ciety at once becomes in debt, True, the
rule means that no money shall be borrowed in this country to make full remittances
with ; but a debt is none the less a debt because it is due to those who have been at
‘work for you, instead of being due to the
man who has loaned you money to pay the
worker with,
Very likely the missionaries will be compelled to do what they
have done before,but ought never to be obliged to do,viz.,to borrow moneyin India,on
personal credit, to pay current expenses
rather than disband their schools and dismiss their native preachers and helpers.
What is the next best thing?
Why, to
send forward the balance due at the earli-

re-

Piscataquis, R. A. Loring, Foxcroft (not
heard from); Sagadahoc, J. W. Bangs,
Esq., Brunswick ; Somerset, Rev. 0. J.
Hancock, Skowhegan; York, Rev. B. P.
Snow, Alfred.

may go

the Society, ‘No more debt,” but by sending less than the proper amount, the So-

Thomaston ; Lincoln, Rev. W. F. Obeor,
Newcastle (not heard from);
Oxford,
Prof. E. A. Daniels, Hebron Academy;

Penobscot, Rev. R. L. Howard,

written Word

understand distinctly the inflexible rule of

Esq., Strong; Hancock, Alfred Adams,
Castine ; Kennebec, Rev. L. M. Smith,
Albion;
Knox, Rev. Chas. H. Pope,

thanksgiving for the adoption of the constitution.
During the civil war President. Lincoln
issued proclamations recommending special thanksgivings for ‘victories in 1862

one of us gives to a disciple, in the name

in India on the 25th instant.

enter-

take

“ Yes, ? and will pray and contribute

gend (the full amount due the missidnaries

droscoggin, Rev. J. Mariner, Auburn (not
heard from) ; Franklin, W. L. Daggett,

quest of Congress, recommended a day of

and 1868, and a national

will

G, C. WATERMAN,
REMITTANCE.

of the Foreign Mission Society was able to

The County Secretaries, so far as elected, or appointed, are as follows: Aroostook, Rev. Josiah

South and West. But after the general
thanksgiving for peace in 1784, there was
no pational observance of the day until
1789 when President Washington, by re-

any

‘Ifyno one else

BY REY.
SHORT

do not desire to have at least six Christians in
hundreds of heathen villages
' all around us?
If you are a: live Christian, you will say,

It ishardly probable that the Treasurer

in reach of every scholar.

day of fasting and prayer was appointed
on account of drought. Rain came abundantly while they were praying, and
the governor appointed a day. of thanksgiving with religious services. There
were occasional thanksgiving days appointed by Governors of different States
outside

* THAT

sponsibility, assame it yourself, and put
a Sunday-school in every district, or with-

materials

abundant

CONDUCTED

of 4 and 21, and only 92,000 in our Sunday-schools; and ask, Is there not some-

1621, at Plymouth, Gov. Bradford sent out

This duty of giving should be discharged

BEGINNING RIGHT.

off

the colonists at Plymouth, occurred the
Thanksgiving of our forefathers from

necessity ; for God loveth a cheerful givThe cup

sent

The next year, after the first harvest of

those who are led to contribute by a mere
flash of pride. Others are doing so, and
they dare not keep out of sight. But the
mixture of indignation add
grief which
results in a sort of provoked state of mind,
is very far from comfortable or satisfactory. These persons call hard names. They
hate begging sermons and begging solicitors.
They are inclined to resolve
they will not be found amid such perils
again. Now, any man who gives in this
way,, and contemplates the giving in this
mood, has committed two sins: one of
omission, and one of commission. He has
not given _ his gifts as he ought; and he
has shown his temper as he ought not.
“So let him give, not grudgingly, or of
er.”

they

\

MISSION WORK.

er, they will be judiciously. expended for
direct and much needed work.
Will
any town, ‘or county, wishing to organize, = correspond with the State Sec.,
when the needed blanks or directions will
be forwarded, and help given as required?
Think of the 627,000 people in our State;
of the 214,796 scholars hetween the ages

privately for the advancement
cause of religion.
Only Six Christians.
(From Miss

of

the

left,”

said

our good Brother Silas Curtis to himself as he
wended his uncomfortable way over the rice
fields to visit a few, whom he left his home to
go and see the previous month, but became
discouraged by the way and returned.
This
time he persevered,and spent the 20th and 21st
instant in Bobaigadia.
Eight who had been
baptized had moved to Santipore,
and our

brother had been advised to tell the remaining
six they had better pull down the house which
had been built for worship and scheol,and build
a smaller one that they could take care of and

keep in repairs themselves, without foreign
help. What does our brother see
8d) near
from the six on arriving in their ols,
He
finds the house nice and tidy, aud the brethren
and sisters ask, ‘‘Is not this house ours to
take care of and keep in repair?
We are

taking

monthly

contributions

and are going

to buy mats for it, and are going to have the
yard inclosed, and plant trees about it for
shade and for ornament.
Should we tear
down this house, and build a smaller one, the
heathen all around us would say, ¢ Oh, these
poor Christians are quite discouraged.. They
don’t expect we will ever be converted, and
help fill their house, so down it goes.” No, we
will not tear it down!
Here is a man and his
wife now all ready to be baptized.”
Silas

questioned the man and his wife, and questioned their

neighbors

shout

them, and

he

soon

believed them fit for baptism, and on the Sabbath immersed them without

opposition.

He

learned that the six set apart the middle of one
day each week for prayer-meetings,

days they met In the forenoon
in the afternoon they met

and Sun-

for prayer, and

again

read the Bible and prayed.

and

together

This they

their Sabbath-school. I was delighted to |
that Yerah,one of my school girls,who m

ficient aid in the readings, she being

a

scholar than any
of the others.
meets, several heathen wom

S

of her mother-in-law who is a heathen
and reads the Bible and

from 500 trained voices and a dozen

military

bands; the Light Batteries thundered and
roared; up from the Potomac ¢ame the salvos
from the monster guns of the
men-of-waran-chored there; the clangor of bells rose and
fell over the city; the dense mass of human
beings cheered to the echo, the very "air sang
the songs of the Union, and the scepe will not

soon he forgotten by those who witnessed it.
CONGRESS

AND

COMING

EVENTS.

There is a very noticeable expression
The

Crauford.)

*¢ Only six believers

at this season of the year,a partially clouded sky, and invigorating atmosphere.
The procession on Penn. avenue, of cavalry, infantry,
artillery and civic organizations, was second
only in display to that of the last inauguration
of Grant in 1878.
All of the departments were closed and the
city was thronged with strangers.
The ceremonies at the unveiling were imposing and upon a grand scale. When the U.
S. flag was lifted, a grand anthem j-oured forth

of sen-

timent by the incoming Southern congressmen.

Where? In Bobaigadia, a heathen village
fourteen miles beyond Santipore, where, only
a few years ago, Brother Phillips baptized the
first convert.

old Army of the Cumberland.
The-day was nearly all that could be desired

fall elections bave opened their

es for the Northern allies who

to their true interests, and

profess to feel now,
policy

sings and prays with

misled them

also

placed

as

them

that

their extra

session

was unwise and a failure, and that

bet-

They
ter counsels should and will prevail.
may be sincere in this, but Southern feeling
and character are too plainly marked, not to
cause grave doubts as to their inner motives

and tendencies.
The out-croppings of Southern thought were
expressed but too plainly the other day, in the
following dispatch from Gen. Robert Toombs,
of Ga., inanswer to a request for Southern

congratulations, non-sectional and irrespective
of party to ex-President Grant:

reI

¢ Congratulate Gen. Grant on his safe
turn. He fought for his side and won.

for mine

fought

I am

lost.

and

ready to:

Death to the Union.”
try it over again.
It may be severe to charge this asthe prevailing sentiment of the South, but the ex-traitor who penned that dispatch, is a bold. man,

and

has the courage to enunciate the opinions

of, it is believed,
countrymen.
THE

‘We

attended

evening.

three-fourths

at least
WALLS

of his

OF JERICHO.

a colored

church

Their ceremonies

the

other

and services

are

singularly distinctive and their intense religious emotions are characteristic of the race.

The following

was suggestive:

service was as unique
At a given

as it

signal, the relig-

ious ceremony, known as the ‘‘ Storming of
Jericho,” is celebrated.
Joining hands in the
form of a ring, théy walk around a table at
whieh the bishop er pastor sits. Marching in’
perfect time, they sing and sheut, and at every
revolution, one, or move, of the company un-

clasps hands and drops some money into a hat.
‘When they have passed around for the seventh
time, a horn

them. Render, I have writen you nothing
thrilling or startling, but wish to ask if you

to a

in the most unfortunate position, politically,
that they could have found themselves in, a
solid South menacing the country.
From frequent interviews it is observed,they

‘down
widow

eyes

clearer view of the national situation. The
proud Southern heart returns full of reproach-

is

blown,

as if stricken

wpon

with

which

death.

A

all fall

second

signal, which is understood to be: ‘¢ Gabriels
horn,” is sounded, when they all arise, march
away singing and shouting as before, and
give place to another band.
ELLIOT.

a.

©
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and to join worship of him with that of
the Father, * When? In the jast day. But
‘the wicked will sing the song of necessity, not from love. ‘The four beasts.”
Representing the whole creation of God.
<«Amen.” The solemn and glad response
of the universe.
:
Learn from this lesson:
I. That man can not fathom the purposes of God.
IT. That Christ is both a lamb of sacrifice and a lion of strength.

Sabbath-School Lesson.--Dee. 7.
. QUESTIONS

AND

(For

THE

NOTES

Questions see

BY

PROF.

Lesson

HEAVENLY

J. A. HOWE.

Papers.)

SONG.

DAILY READINGS.
M. The song of Moses. Ex. 1:1-19,
T. The song of Deborah. Judges 1-31.
W. The song of David, 2 Sam. 22: 1-29.
T'. The song of the Angels. Luke 2:1- 14.
¥, Spiritual sengs. Eph.5: 14—20.
8. The Heavenly song. Rev. 7: 9-1.
8. The Heavenly song. Rev.5: 1-13.

GOLDEN

TEXT:

Worthy

III. That he is entitled to our worship,
because he died for us.
IV. That his merits will be known and
acknowledged.
V.* That a glorious day is yet to come.
0-0

is the Lamb

that

was slain to receive power, and riches, and
wisdom, and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing.
Rev. 5: 12.
Rev, 5: 1-14,

Notes and Hints.
“Him that sat on the throne.” God the
Father. John has previously spoken of
the throne thus: ‘‘And behold, a throne
was set in heaven, and one sat on the

throne.” Rev. 4: 2.
“4 book.” Books were then made of
one piece of leather or parchment, which
was written on both sides, and then rolled
together.
‘Sealed with seven seals.” So
that no one could open the book to read
its contents. One writer views this book
as “the title deed to man’s inheritance.”

A country pastor has written to us an
account of his method of raising funds in
his Sunday-school. Formerly the plan
pursued was that of passing around the
plate, which resulted in about seventy-five
dollars a year. Subsequently it was arranged that all the scholars should give
sach amounts as each one chose, every
Sunday, the teacher or some member of
the class acting as treasurer. At the end
of the quarter, at a public service, the
classes are called upon, each by its number, when a member respondsin the name

of the rest, stating the amount given in
the three months, avd reciting some apand the

pastor

con-

cludes the service with some remarks.
This meeting proves to be one
of

Others have thought it meant the Old Tes-

the

tament;

useful to both young and old. At the
opening of the quarter the particular ob-

according to others, the book

God's purposes, relating to his
is meant; and this

seems to

of

kingdom,

most

interesting of

the year, and is

ject of the contributions

be the most

is mentioned, so

that all know just what they are giving
for.
:
This plan has been in operation for a
is worthy to look into the counsels of God,
and understand the secrets of his king- year, with the result of yielding two-thirds
dom?” Or ‘who is worthy to give to ‘as much in three monthsas before had
man a new title to his lost inheritance?” been gained in twelve, so that the gross
“Loose the seals.” So as to open and read amount exceeded two hundred dollars.
the book.
¢‘No man * * * was able.” No This is in an ordinary parish, having no
man in all the universe, among the living zich people, and in no sense more favoraor the dead. “Under the earth.” That is, bly situated than scores of others. The
in the kingdom of the dead, or the under- money being raised in small sums at a
world. No man has the moral worth, time, no one has felt oppressed, and no
not Moses, not Peter, Paul nor John, to one feels the poorer for what he or she
look into the ‘““deep things of God.” Of has given. The secret of the success lies
one of God's counsels Christ said, no man in one word—organization. Let every
to give once a
nor angel, nor the Son of God knew the one have the opportunity
time when it would occur. ‘Neither to week what he sees fit, and the thing is
done. All our treasuries would overflow
look thereon.” That is, to look in order
if
only each congregation and each Sunto read the writing of the book.
“I'wept much.” Not over the demerit day-school would organize its efforts and
of man, but over his disappointment.
He pursue a fixed system.— Christian Intelli:
desired to know the fature of God's king- gencer.
reasonable view.
‘Whovs worthy to open the book.” “Who

_ dom.

“One of the elders.”

Que

of the

twenty-four elders that surrounded the
throne. It is thought that they repre-

sented the entire church of God in both
dispensations.
“Lion of the tribe of Juda.”

Christ

is

so called,to denote his invincible strength.

History bas proved that nothing can withstand his gospel. Juda is the Greek for
Judab.
“The root of David.” Not merely
the offspring,but also the author of David.
Our attention is here called to the latter
fact.

‘Before David was I am,” he could

say. ‘‘Prevailed.” Sometime in the past.
When, if not when he was tempted in the
garden, and when he conquered on the
cross? Then he showed himself worthy
to enter into all the counsels of God.

«I beheld, and lo!”
beheld,

or saw.

throne.”

Omit “and lo.”

‘In the midst

1

of the

In the midst of those who sur-

rounded the throne. “‘4 lamb.” Literally a little lamb. Probably the diminutive
. form was used to denote the apparent
feebleness of Christ when he was on earth.
‘As it had been slain.” Bearing the marks
of wounds by which Le suffered death.
“As if having been slain,” is a better rendering.

“Seven horns.”
of power.

The horn is a symbol

Seven, as

a

sacred

number,

denotes any full,complete number. Hence,
complete power may be here meant.
“The seven Spirits of God.” Language
not to be taken literally. ‘These spirits
denote the offices and energies of the Ho-

"ly Spit.

;

.

‘Before the lamb.” For worship they
thus prostrated themselves.
¢‘ Harps and
golden vials.” Read “cups” instead of
*‘vials.” + ¢/ Odors.”
The harps denote
praise ; the eups of odors denote prayers.

The cups contained incense.

‘Of saints.”

Not of saints in heaven, but on earth.
Catholics pervert this to make it favor the

invocation of the saints.

“They

sung.”

Literally, ‘they sing.” “4 new song.”
New, because sung for the first time then,
and because it celebrated a new theme.
“For thou wast slain.” This gives to
Christ his merit, and his right to be wor-

shiped as Redeemer. ‘Redeemed us to
God.” *Us” should be omitted. To redeem is to buy the release of one held as
a captive, slave or criminal.
‘By thy

blood.”

By thy death on'the cross.

of every kingdom,” &c.
demption for the whole
death for every man.”
Hast made us,” &c.
make them unto our God

priests.” This
exalted by his
a priest of the
«Shall reign

“Out

Christ made reworld; ‘tasted
!
Literally, <‘didst
a kingdom and

at some fature time, in the millennium.
“Many angels.” All those in heaven.
With a loud voice.” Earnestly and heart(13

;

——

There is, no doubt,

a

great deal of neglect in the matter of home
instruction, and, no doubt, a great many
excuse themselves for this, on the ground
that their children are taught in the Sunday-school. But if they had not this excuge, they would find some other. Those
who neglect Sunday-school are certainly
no better taught at home than those who
go. The neglect at home has not grown
from the Sunday-school, but in spite of it,
and would be all the greater if the Sunday-school did not exist. As public worship stimulates private and family worship, so Sunday-school instruction stimulates and directs that of the home.— Rev.
Richard Cordley, D. D., tn St. Louis 0bserver.
Bb
hh
an oo

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

.

Children should attend church rather
than Sunday-school, if only one service
be possible.—Congregationalist.
“You must lose a fly to catch a trout,”

says the old proverb.

mh

:

‘To

peceive,”
&e. All excellency, all worship,
“all love and service
and honor, he is wor-

of. “Every creature.” All intellithy
gent beings are to se¢ the merits of Christ,

church he says, ‘‘ The general church is

IL.
Bro. J. M. B. says, ‘‘ the

first

rite

There is nothing

he

(Christ) introduced in order of time, was
the Lord's Supper.” Then follows the
usual argument that John’s baptism was
not Christian. Baptists affirm that it was.
Pedo-baptists deny, lest possibly John get
them ‘¢ into the river.” Free Baptist writers on open communion, here, asin other cases, go with Pedo-baptists, . possibly
lest valid baptism come before the Supper. We will not take space to dissay,

we

accepl John's baptism as Christian.
Our
Lord said, ¢“ The law and the prophets
were until

John,

since

that

time,

the

kingdom of God is preached, sand

every

man presseth into it.” Paul said, ** John
verily baptized with the baptism of repentance, saying unto the people that
they should believe on Him which should
come after him, that is, on Christ Jesus.”
John and Peter at the Pentecost, both

alike

baptized by

immersion

in water,

baptized adults only,and did it on the condition, in the
What is the
that ¢ John’s
resurrection

people, of faith in Christ.
difference?
It is objected
baptism was prior to the
of Christ which Christiun

baptism represents.”

True,

and

so

Lerd’s Supper was prior to the
Christ which'it “represents.

the

death of
Objected

again, ‘‘John’s disciples were greatly ignorant and looked for

a

temporal

prince,

more than for a spiritual ruler.” Possibly,
but what astonishing weakness in Christ's
disciples, and it was

after

the Supper,

and after the resurrection of Christ

even,

that they said, ‘ We trusted that it hud
been he which should have redeemed
Israel.” Many weak ones are admitted
to baptism still. Again itis objected,
‘¢ Men receiving John's baptism were
afterwards re-baptized with Christian baptism!” Doubtful. The narrative shows that
these persons were grossly ignorant and
had not understood the significance of
the baptism which pledged them to
Christ, and now, learning its import, and
that Christ had really come, they were
baptized, or re-baptized, just as

a great

to need Yepeating.

With the

schools, 6,500 scholars ; Spain, 100 schools,
3,600 scholars; France, 1,082 schools,

scholars,

1,977 schools,

162,251.

The

teachers, 8,325,

Association

is

both for its methods and its work

ought

to have liberal support. Amountof donations from October 3, 1878, to

1, 1879,

$3,253.05;

balance

October

on

hand,

$566.25. The money is expended as’soon
as received.

to

our

the

character and antecedent office,— until ‘its
omission does not-effect the matter of
church validity, nor any order

as to the Suppet,

of things,

the ministry, deacon-

ship, every thing, such theory can not but
weaken denominational ties, by obscur-

ing, removifig, the landmarks of denominational distinction.

theory

* unchurches Pedo-baptists.”
We do not deny, but support that Pedobaptists are Christians, and so Quakers,
and any and ull bodies and persons believing the Son of God.
!
We do not deny but support that any
such class of Christians may,should,organ-

4-0

:
/
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soon,it places an

embargo upon the tribute F. W. Bs. have
been paying to Pedobaptists for half a
century.

We ask of our readers a second thought.
Four facts :- gp

erg

EE

in-

cludes all evangelical Baptists, yet there

but the fault is mainly due to local intol-

erance in the larger body. If liberality
in New Hampshire, North Carolina and
Tennessee had equaled that in Rhode Island, the divisions on the Calvinistic ques-

tion would probably have never occur-

still. 2. They who,to support free com-

munion deny the antecedence of baptism to Scriptural church
membership

Christ Jesus.”

these same

he baptized that ‘* they should believe on
Now

:

we ask, If John's baptism was not

Christian, what was it? Was it of the Jewish dispensation ? Certainly not.
Was
it of the Christian dispensation ? But this
is denied, as we have seen.

Was

it of a

middle dispensation of six months’ duration? Doubtful. Was Christ's own baptism by John, Christian, and our example, as his Supper was Christian and our
example ? Baptists say,
¢ Yes.” Pedobaptists say, ‘‘ No.” Which way do F.
W. Bs. turn here ? Christ,
by his disciples,

‘ made and baptized more disciples than
John.” Was Christ's own baptism in such

denial, themselves
Pedo-baptists,

er,—the greater unto the less? Did he
set up his own kingdom and institute his
own ordinances? Or did he, after thirtyof life on earth, leave

all to be done by proxy?

these

Is it possible

that our Lord came into this world,
ed and died, and departed, without

livintro-

ducing his own dispensation,—the one
ever bear his pame ?
But, it is said, ‘* Your

baptism antecedent

to

:
)
theory, making

to church

member-

in the same sense in both these cases. In
the one case it involves the idea of organization; in the other,

nothing of the kind.

As manifestly in the latter case, the term
is used in an accommodated sense. We do
not object to such accommodated use of the
term to represent Christians as such,
whether universal or of a sect, though
we dispute that it is Scriptural.
I think

that other terms signifying character
alone would be better. = Church “proper
does not express character, but that per-

and upon this

very question of church validity. 3. These
two facts bring to light the real issue,
after all,between F. W. or other Baptists,
and Pedo-baptists ; not whether we award
them church validity, but what is baptism ? 4. They who make character alone

prerequisiteto Scriptural membership in
a particular church are bound to accredit
Scriptural, full and proper validity to any
association of Christians, however defect-

ive in organization, government, officers,
efficiency,—a church, almost anything,
almost nothing.
Our position may be summed up in few

case, Christian ? Or did he baptize un- words:

to John, of another dispensation altogeth-

brought

face to face inirreconcilable conflict with

:

1. Baptism, professional and befora
membership in a particalar chureh.
2. Every Christian, the world over,
should belong to some particular: church.
3. The church general, the aggregate of
all individual churches.
4. The Lord’s Supper under the super-

vision, and

by "the administration

of the

church.
5. Such the church and churches
of
Christ, the plan to be executed when practicable.
EL
6. Deviations, more or less, may be nec-

essary and hence allowable, but should
not be confounded with the rule, the
order of things from which they are
such deviations.
- Does this view harmonize
with the
doctrine and polity of F. W. Baptists?
Weso affirm.
We must except to the
statement of J. M. B. and others, to the

effect

that F. W,'

Bs. do

not claim

Scripture precept: nor example, for
their - polity exacting
baptism before
membership,—that

it is a self-constitut-

ed prudential measure of the denomination for self-preservation..

We

appeal

to our books,

excepting

those on communion, between which

and

those on baptism and church polity, there
is open and irreconcilable contradiction.
Freewill Baptists are shorn of their
strength in the lap of Pedo-baptists.

Nothing is more common than for Congregationalists and Methodists to say. to
our people, ‘ There is little difference
between us and you.” Our people concur, and this is followed by the mi-

gration of preachers and people, out of

our churches into Pedo-baptist. There is
a humiliating chapter of facts on this sub-

sons of a given character are organized, ject, we hope we shall have no occasion
associated, congregated for a purpose.
to betray. We are quite sure that in the
~ Now we will give our definition of West there are more I. W. Bs.,two to one,

izing is our own): ‘‘The gospel condition
of membership is a credible evidence and

professionof faith in Christ.
ry and

Scriptural mode

The ordina-

of making

requisite confession and covenant,

baptism.

ordinance.

eration.

Baptism

We

the

is by

is the professional

The outward sign of

regen-

would not contend ' that
+

in Pedo-baptist bodies, than

in the F. W. B. churches,

represented

No

ministry

is'more faithful and none more successful,
we believe,than that of our denomination.
Our people are liberal and revivals are
many ; but

our

losses

about equal

our

gains, We can not afford it. We are
Baptists dnd should say so without ‘ex-

planation or apology.
The theory which awards to Pedo-baptist societies all we claim for ourselves,

If Alexander

Campbell

had

been

surrounded by New York Baptists,

it is

likely he would never have led a schism
from the body. Church independence allows great elasticity, and ample room for
wide diversities, but also exposes Bap-

tists to the

evil of local

udice,

misrepresentation,

passion,

more

doctrinal

dis-

putes.

Many Baptist churches follow the example of the First Church of Providence,
and adopt no Articles of Faith, others
construct Articles for themselves. * The
Philadelphia Confession” is widely adopted and ** The New Hampshire Declaration
of Faith,” stitl more widely, in New England and the West. These two leading
standards differ fundamentally, on matters of doctrine,

but

churches

adopting

them respectively live and work in fellowship without discord. . The former is
extremely Calvinistic while the latter
reaches the verge of Arminianism, Neither of them fully represents the larger:
body of the

Baptist

greatest sinner on

which rejection involves him in aggravated condemnation.”
If this is Calvinism, it must be what
an English writer characterizes, ¢ Ar.
minian

Calvinism.”

To

such

Arminian

doctrine,

cherishes

the

That these two stand.

gelical Baptist church can be consistently
excluded

from

fellowship,

either

for

holding Calvinistic, or Arminian views,
of the scheme of grace. ‘The Articles

of Faith" adopted by the Freewill Bap.
tist General Conference, agree
more

closely with * The New Hampshire Declaration,” than the latter does with the
* Philadelphia Confession.” They assert ;
¢‘ The purposes of God are eternal and
immutable ; and his wise and holy

provi-

dence is over all beings and all things, to
secure his own glory, and the highest
welfare of his creatures.”
*¢ Christ in his great compassion offered
himself as a sacrifice in our
thus by his life, sufferings

stead, and
and death

made an atonement which is fall and free to
all and opens the only way to salvation.”
‘No one can by his own works or

merit obtain salvation;

whichis wholly

of the grace of God, through which all
spiritual blessings are bestowed on us.”
The Examiner und Chronicle is correct
when it Says}

difference

faith, on the

“There

is no

doctrines

of

appreciable

between these two standards of
grace.”

The

General Baptists, and Disciples subscribe

to the same views of the scheme of grace
that are expressed in these symbols.

On the communion

question great di.

versity prevails.
1. A numerous class in the South and
South-west enforce non-corsmunion with
unimmersed Christians, at the door of the

pulpit as‘'well as at the Lord's table, yet
remain in good and regular standing’ in

the larger
body.
2. Apother class pretend to exclude all
immersed Christians from the table unless baptized by one whose own baptism
has come in regular succession from the
Apostles, which of course disqualifies every one, as not a Baptist on earth is thus
baptized.

5. Sull another

;

Tege
of sthe Supper

,

insists

that the privi-

should be confined

to members of the single church where it
is administered on the assumption that
they should be confined to the limits of
church discipline.
4. A more numerous class hold that
each church should courteously invite
** all of the same faith and order,” on the

proscription, ground of genfidence jn the order and

which is liable to begin serious divisions,

difficult to reconcile than

the salyation of the

earth, but his own determined depravity
and voluntary rejection of the gospel,

ards of faith widely prevail in the larger
Baptist body, is evidence that no evan.

GEO, H, BALL, D. D.

Iv,
The Baptist Denomination properly

ang

obedient faith; and that nothing prevents

least objection.

‘are sections that disfellowship all others,
for divergence in doctrine or practice. A
that such organizations should be respect- few churches of Super-Calvinists, refuse
Calvinists,
The
ed and co-operated with by all other ‘to recognize other
Christians in common work for the Mas- Seventh-Day churches will not hold comter. We do not deny but support that munion with those that observe the Firstmen may serve such bodies as officers, Day. Another party are separated and
and preachers, that God may call men to close communion on the point of * LayStill another, the
preach the gospel who err even greatly in ing-on-of-Hands.”
doctrine and practice,—though they may Dunkers, are close communion on account
have never been baptized, and that Bap- of dress. Nearly a century since, a few
tists, awarding to them all we claim,should churches in New Hampshire were disfelfor believing
that
the
co-operate with them freely in common lowshiped
work, so far and by such methods as atonement was made for all men, and the
shall not involve Baptist sanction of Pe- Freewill Baptist body was the result.
do-baptist, or other errors. We will not The same thing occurred in North Carolibe outdone in catholic spirit and Chris- na and Tennessee, giving rise to Freewill,
and General Baptist bodies at the South
tian fellowship.
Have always worked
harmoniously with such denominations. and South-west. In New York the comWe do not object to calling any Chris- munion question caused a division giving
tian body a church in an accommodated rise to the Free Baptist body now united
About sixty
sense, the sense in which, as we have with the Freewill Baptists.
shown, the term is largely applied.
We years ago a division arose in the Southare in the habit of doing so, and have no west on the theory of regeneration, and
conflict with any on the matter.
But, if the body known as Disciples was the rethe question be whether any body of sult.
Within the larger Baptist body, quite
Christians, is a church proper, Seripturally constituted, whose members have as divergent views prevail as these parties
not been baptized, we answer unhesitat- represent, without breaking fellowship,
showing that denial of recognition is
ingly and emphatically, no.
Shocking this for one who has always more on account of not following with
been a F. W. B. and expects always us,” than difference in doctrine or practice. For this inconsistency the smaller
tobe. It grates no doubt upon the ear
of F. W. B. super-abundant charity. It bodies are, to some extent, responsible,
does more,and none too

to accept them by a cordial, penitent

no evangelical

00

ize for Christian work to their best idea,and

are, by such

2,000 teachers, 50,000 scholars: Syria, 24 church, and we can not do so better than
schools ; Japan, 40 schools; Portugal, 30 by giving the exact languageof Dr. Butschools ; German Switzerland,
405 schoo%s ; ler, of our own denomination (The italic-

| Germany,

to answer

objection aforesaid, viz., that

tism unto repentance.”
Well, whatever
this may mean, it must be harmonized
with John’s saying unto the people whom

That the Sunday-school should be under
the control of the church, like all other

as scarcely

ready

that reduced by denial of its professional

and division genders partisan strife, prej-

church with baptism as antecedent. With
this definition their church polity harmonizes perfectly. At the same time it is common to define the church general, as including all Christians, irrespective of
baptism or particular church membership.
Manifestly the term churchis not used

Presbyterians the session, or church committee, stands in place of the church, and
acts for it in all such matters, and the late
General Assembly at Saratoga, passed a
resolution affirming the right.and duty of
the sessions to exercise authoritative supervision over the Sabbath-school work of
their congregations.— Congregationalist.

We are now

and

Once more it-is said, ‘ John's was bip-

world, with insignificant exception, defines a local, particular, denominational

departments of church work, has been so
often stated, and is so generally admitted,

term church, in both cases.

matter of Baptism,

red.

J. H. Levering, in the last Indiana convention, remarked, that at the last annual

meeting one man got so happy that he
said there ‘were not men enough in the
house to hold him ; yet, in spite of that,
the fact was that after being at home for
two weeks, ‘‘there were not men enough
in the neighborhood to start him.”’—National S. S. Teacher.

the aggregate of all the individual churches.” These statements of the Doctor preserve the one proper sense of the one

except the one

many ought
to be in our day. It is ob.
- 1. Baptists and Pedo-baptists, the world
jected again, that * John could not have
over,
give the same answer. With feebaptized into the faith of Christ, for he
ble
exception,
not one of all the sects,
said, * I knew him not.”
Neither do we
know him, have not seen him, but we would consolidate with another body,
believe in him, and so did John, or he nor receive a single ember to church
We
would not have baptized the people into fellowship with baptism ignored.
and - orthodox
the confession of faith in Christ Jésus. | | are then in good company,

gained without some loss. Whatever is ship, unchurches Pedo-baptists.” With
worth having in this world must be had at many of our people, this is the argua cost. If you expect to be a good teach- ment against every gospel order,as though
er, you must often yield your pleasure, ‘it were criminal for F. Baptists
to make
and give of your time, to attach your an issue with Pedo-baptists.
scholars to you, and to make yourself
Before answering this question, we
ready for thew teaching.—8. S. Zumes. want “* definition here.” ' The
Christian

y is the Lamb? ‘For the reason’ | greatly hampered by lack of funds.’ It
he was slain. Who of us reas no paid officials in this country, and

fuses to say thas Christ is worthy.

SUPPER.

BY REV. O. E. BAKER.

three years
NOTES.

shows how the believer is + The Foreign Sunday-school Association
shows a marked progress of the SundayLord. He is a subject and school
movement through Denmark, NorLord.
5
willl way, Sweden, Iceland and Switzerland.
on the earth.” Now, while Statistics show that there are in Italy 160

living the Christian life, or, as some think,

Rhys

CHRIST IN THE HOME.
There is no antagonism jpetween the
home and the Sunday-school. The fear
sometimes expressed that the Sundayschool usurps the place of home instruction, is certainly groundless.. It would
be just as reasonable to claim that the
worship of the sanctuary usurps the place
of family worship.

BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S

cuss this question at length, but

RAISING FUNDS.

propriate Scripture,

@ommunications.

baptism alone makes one a member;
[ but according to the Scriptures, this is always to be required.” So much for a particular church.
Respecting the general

Denomination,

both

together do it fairly. The former declares”

iscipline of churches in good standin
and full fellowship. By ‘ same faith ad
order,” they mean churches that hold
baptism to be a prerequisite to the Sup-

per.

This class is divided

tory and noh-prohibitory
The former deem it the

to expel

unimmersed

ble,

discipline

into prokibi-

communionists.
duty of the church

Christians

who

venture to sit with them at the Lord's. taand

their

own

members

who go to the Supper in- a Pedo-baptist
church. The latter discard force, and
discipline, relying wholly upon teaching
and example to enforce their views of
order.
5. An influential class, deny that baptism is a qualifying prerequisite to the
Supper, and claim that it is simply an
“orderly precedent,” and hence
an
affair of order rather than law. They do
not object to calling baptism a * prerequisite,” in the sense of ‘‘orderly pre‘cedent,” and not appointed by law, or
solemn command, to be treated as a question of order and propriety, and not of
loyalty to law. Such is the attitude of
several strong churches in Providence,
Newport, Brooklyn, Albany, and other
cities in New York and other States.
6. Still another class hold that a true
faith nlways carries with it the right to
Christian privileges, access to the
Lord's
Supper included. © Such churches usually

“God hath decreed in himself, from all
eternity, by the most wise and holy counsel of his own will, freely. and unchangeably, all things that come to pass.”
© ** By the decree of God, for the manigive no formal invitation but practically
festation of his glory, some men and
"welcome all Christians that
gels, are predestinated or fre
ol eral of the largest Associat come. Seveternal life, through Jesus Christ, to the larger Baptist body contain ions in the
churches that
praise of his glorious grace ; others being take this position, and it is asserted
by
left to act in their sin to their just con- those familiar with the currents of thought
demnation, to the praise of his glorious at the North and West, that adherents to
this view are steadily increasing. They
justice.”
:
teach that baptism is the * orderly prec‘The angels and men thus predesti- edent”of the Supper, but do
not regard
nated and foreordained are particularly and it their duty to correct all irregularities
unchangeably designed ; and their num- among Christians before they treat them
with fraternal courtesy.
ber is so certain and definite, . that it can
7. Outand out open-communionists, differ
not be either increased nor diminished.”
from those just mentioned, in this only,
** Elect infams, dying in infancy, are that they invite Christians as such, to the
regenerated and saved by Christ through Lord's table, just as they do to particithe Spirit, who
worketh when, and pate in prayer-meetings and other Chrislian services. They teach that all believwhere and how he pleaseth; so also are ers
should be baptized, and assume that
all other elect persons, who are incapa- they obey the gospel so far
as they unble of being vutwardly called by the min- derstand its requirements. They are not
invited, however, because they fave been
istry of the word.”
. “Others, not elect, although they may baptized, but because they are Christians,
by faith in Christ and the renewing of the
be called by

the

ministry

and may have some

of the Spirit, yet

of the

common

not being

drawn by the Father,

they

word,

operations

effectually

neither

will,

nor can truly come to Christ and therefore can not be saved.”
.
Limited atonement and particular redemption, bound will and salvation impossible to the non-elect

whether

infants

or adults, are characteristic doctrines of
this document: ‘The New Hampshire

Declaration,” proclaims

a different

doc-

trine, Tt says:
*‘ We believe that election is the eternal purpose of God according to which he
graciously regenerates, sanctifies and
saves sinners; that being perfectly consistent with the. free agency of man, it
comprehends all the means in connection
with the end; that it is a most glorious
display of God's sovereign goodness, ‘being infinitely free, wise, holy, and un-

changeable ; that it utterly exclades boasting and promotes humility, love, prayer,
praise, trust in God, and active

imitation

of his free mercy ; that it encourages
use of means in the highest degree.”

the

‘“ We believe thal the blessings of sal-

vation are made free to all by the

pel; that it is the immediate

gos-

duty of all

Holy

Ghost.

«If children,

then heirs.”

This class of Baptists are found in bodies,

the larger section of the family, regard as
irregular and hence not to be recognized

as Baptists, to be
Associations, and

refused admission to
denied ll fraternal

amenities which can be construed into a
recognition as Baptists. The consistency
of extending fellowship to the six classes
and then repelling the seventh, is not
clear.
If the six are * regular,” the -

seventh can not be fatally irregular,

The

English brethren generally “belong to
number seven, but the “regulars” on this
sideof the sea are pleased to esteem

them as regular. Intervening salt makes
the difference! ‘Salt is good.”
Evangelical Baptists are now divided,
‘because some refuse to fellowship others.

If the large liberty now prevailing in the
lurger body, could be made a trifle wider,
all might work together, Union, among

Baptists, unlike other Christian bodies, is

not organic, by connection with a great
central organization, but a mutter of sen-'
timent, fraternal recoguitioand
n co-op-

erationin Christian

work.

When

they

are prepared to say to each other, therefore, *“By recognition, correspondence,

interchanges,

and

co-operation

wo

are

ing all the advantages of union

and

fel-

“brethren,” they wil
be l
one

;enj

12

lowship, with one ministry, one work,

one testimony,

one

family

of privileges,

and one history. Such a union ‘is both
desirable and feasible; may we not add
and certain to come in the near future?
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OLEVE-

IN

MOODY AND SANKEY
LAND.
——

that have turned the world

the evening of Nov. 12. They then take
their departure for St. Louis, where they
expectto spend the winter in religious

So far as I know it is the univer-

sal regret of our goorl people,

that they

must leave us so soon. But their promise to St. Louis was made prior to their
promise to Cleveland. So we must be

get, without

can

thankful for what we

murmuring because it is not more. We
congratulute the Christian people of St.
Louis, on the prospect of & longer term

‘have been exceedingly cautious about
engaging in union evangelistic work in
the past. During the last four years, repeated efforts have been made to inaugurate such movements, but they have reMr.
support.
ceived but a slender
we
whom
in
man
only
Moody is the
some
union
this
into
and
unite,
all
could
of our good people entered with great
reluctance. Iam glad to say, however,

ERE

believe it just the same. He admits
there are some things in the Bible which
he does not yet understand, but he believes them true because God has spoken
them, and expects to understand them
He does not consider himsometime.
self a * ways and means” committee for
the court of heaven. He troubles him-

number of workers into service,

and not

only in the judgment of Mr.

Moody,

but

others, possesses

of many

Now concerning these remarkable men

themselves, whose songs and sermons
have thrilled so many hearts, and, by the

he trusts him fully.

that genu-

land, I need say but little. They are
but men after all. In their personal appearance there is nothing about either of
is a man apparently forty years of age,
of fine physique, well molded features,
dark complexion, dark beard, Burnside
style, threatened with baldness, medium

fruit to come

and whose fame

ine Christian unity, that forgetting of
and that
boundaries,
denominational

them particularly striking.

fortunately, those three ‘months embraced

the kot season, which, as every Christian
worker knows, is an unfavorable time for
the marshaling of Zion's hosts for aggressive- work—a season when pastors and
other weary workers are likely to be
away seeking needed rest and recreation,

cities,

He shakes the tree expecting the

it comes.

in a

not

down,

rattling

and

but immediately,

week, or a month,

to

God

expecting

He prays

hear and answer, and would be as

much

graceful in carriage, and on the

that in almost
said, it still remains true, of this,
a dozen

class of professing

break

ranks and take to the shade. In addition
to this it must be remembered that we
were in the midst of a very important
political campaign, the excitement of
which was constantly increasing till its
culmination in the late State election,
which occurred after the commencement
of our revival work. During the month
of September, however, our pastors came
straggling in one by one, from their summer vacations, and our soldiery again

rable tact, and knowing how to be positive without being arbitrary. In preach-

men may be found who, with a similar
experience, would stand fully up to
where he is to-day. And we may say’ of

ing, he announces his

Mr.

at it upon every

Moody, the world might never have

seen

says about itin

Had

never

he

side,

rm

his

Word,

Independent

tral

tre-

with

and

hearts of

his

hearers,

and “when

he

is

But, forgetful

in it to charm the ear.

of

all these things, forgetful of himself, and
remembering only the sinner ruined by

ity of about five thousand, was crowded
to overflowing. I do not mean to assert
that curiosity was the only motive which

sin, and the Saviour mighty

to

save,

he

And when
talks with all his might.
arms and voice are deemed inadequate to
give appropriate emphasis to important

moved that vast throng. Motives higher
and better brought many a devout one to
Jisten to the truth and labor for the lost.
Yet everybody knows, that among the
motives that move the mgsses curiosity

his

truths, he brings down

with

foot

a

vehemence entirely in keeping with the
earnestness of his soul. Not a few have
heen disappointed in not seeing in him
the ordinary marks of recognized great
ness, and frequently the remark has been
made, * We have plenty of ministers in
Cleveland that can preach better than

ranks high, and on such occasions as this
does its full share in furnishing crowded
houses, For four weeks the meetings
were held in the Tabernacle, during

which time Mr. Moody was preaching
but

mechanism,

pr

of all Northern Ohio as well. | Vast excur- Moody.” And, 80 far as the
is
sions, some of them numbering thou- and scholarly delivery of sermons
Yet his
true.
be
may
this
heoncerned,
sands, it is said, were constantly coming
concede
in on the railroads from different parts severest critics are compelled to
of the country, and many even from other
States, to see and hear the great preacher

themselves.

constantly changThis kept the audience
ing, and operated unfavorably to immediate results. Yetitis hoped that good
seed has been scattered over a broad field
and that the fruits will be gathered during the coming months.
The order of services. was, preaching

every night except on Saturday, and a
Bible Reading on four afternoons of the

week, at 8 o'clock,

supplemented

each

service being

by an inquiry

meeting.

at not one man in a million can gather,

hold, and control an

like

assembly

If you

plain, blunt, unpreten tions man.

ask me what the

this

chief elements of his
:

strength are, I answer:
© 1. Mlis familiarity with,

ing belief in, the Word

and

unwaver-

of God.

bhve

labored.

Yet

a large

number in all, are known to have experienced a hope in Christ, and the work,
we believe, is but just begun. During
many coming days we expectdo be gath-

ering the harvest that shall spring from
the faithful seed-sowing of these

of

men

God. The Christian people have been
greatly quickened, and the city -at large

more profoundly stirred than at any previous time for many

years.

terest has been awakenéd

A

mew

in-

in the study

and use of the Bible, and I doubt not that

of

God will be honored by the exaltation

his Word in the future as he has not been

inthe past, All in all, we are very
thankful. Like Barnabas at Antioch, we
have seen the grace of God and are glad,

and many a saved one, through the ages
to come, will be thankful to God

sent these two men to our city.

he

that

:

As they go forth from our midst, they

will carry our benedictions, and

be fol-

lowed by our prayers.

He is

a close Bible student. He has made it
his study for years. He meditates upon
it day and night, and it 'is| to him more
He has not studthan meat and drink.
ied about the Bible as much as some

others, but the Bible itself he has studied

with profit and delight.

these men

And finds that

Nothing.

A College Professor
once Said that * he who expeécts to rate

high in his Class, MUST NOT eXpev
‘Much of the hawking and
the floor.”
h,
spitting was, no doubt, caused by catarr y
which the professor knew conld be readil
cured by the use of a few bottles of Dr.
Sage’s Cartarrh remedy.
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then, without

holds up his theme, turns it around, looks

seen

influence.

text,

any introduction, goes right to the center
of his subject at the very first bound;

him, as of every other distinguished man,
it is what he has done, rather than what
he is, that has given him reputation and

rio St. Tabernacle, with a seating capac-

and the great singer for
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once,
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Mr. Moody, in stature is hardly up to through, stops short, leaving his audithe average, broad-shouldered, neavilytors with eyes and ears wide open,
bearded, short-necked, and portly. His
more.
stretching forward, anxious for
most enthusiastic admirers can hardly
pulpit, prayer room, or
the
in
Whether
A few union claim that he is graceful, either in form
took its place in the ranks.
meeting, it is business all the way
and fair inquiry
prayer meetings were held in different or gesture. He has a good eye,
:
can through.
church centers. A few preparatory ser- powers of language, though no one
nto all these things, he has
additio
In
is
mons were preached, and the necessary claim that he is ¢¢ gifted.” And there
the happy ficulty of making everything
brusque,
a
and
pervading him constantly
committes appointed by the pastors,
and simple, ‘and has an apparently
plain
this was substantially all the visible prep- business air, which gives one to under- inexhaustible fund of apt illustrations,
aration that was mabe for the coming of stand at once that he is n® dreamer. from which he can draw at. pleasure. It
the renowned evangelists. Of course, He is about the last man that would be is certainly remarkable, that, among all
during all this time, many devout hearts selected in a crowd as a minister, yet the ministers that have listened to Mr.
were pleading with God to make this the when he mounts the platform, all have to Moody here, not one, 80 far as 1 know,
time of his glorious visitation wo all our admit that he has few rivals as a Master has been offended. The most cordial
He is now but forty-two,
that the of Assemblies.
churches, homes and hearts,
exists between him and the minprime of a noble man- feeling
the
in
be
right
might
hence
city
the
of
death-like slumber
the city, and I think I may safely
of
and honora- isters
broken, that our unbelief might be rebuk- hood. bidding fair for a long
is not one in whose estimation
there
say,
what is
ed ; that the reproaches heaped upon Ziop ble careér of usefulness. But
stand higher to-day than when
not
does
he
we look
might be removed, and that our dear the secret of his success? When
midst. This is good eviour
to
encircles he came
ones who are still unsaved might be won upon a man whose reputation
has kept close to the Bible,
he
that
dence
in
to Christ. Thus many had been secret- the globe, an acknowledged champion
for had he wondered from it in the
inwe
endeavor,
Yet
human
of
Lord.”
the arena
ly “preparing the way of tire
least, he would very soon have crossed
secret of his
it must be admitted that, with one or two stinctively inquire for the
's path. Bishop Bedell, of the
somebody
exceptions, nothing like a * revival power. What are the elements of Mr. Episcopal church, listened to him with inwas
But
spirit” was manifest in any of our church- Moody's strength ? Samson's strength
terest, and I doubt not with profit.
Moody,
Mr.
with
so
not
but
unsaved
hair,
our
of
his
in
sleep
es, and the deep
more than this, and a still better comHis
masses was not disturbed at the time of for he keeps his closely clipped.
ment upon his preachingis the fact, that,
fine
learning,
great
in
not
strength is
Mr. Moody's coming.
« the common people hear him gladly.”
rhetoric, finished oratory, or polish of As to results, it ‘is rather early yet to
If curiosity were Christianity, Univermakes no pretensions to
speak. No attempt has been made to essalism would be true. Curiosity trips on any kind. He
and no attempt at
attainments,
scholarly
and
nods
zeal
religious
timate the actual number of conversions,
tip-toe even when
speaking. His gestures lack
yawns with sleepiness. So from the very elegance of
I do not think it is as large, in proportion
and his voice has no music
opening of the meetings, the great Onta- gracefulness,
to the time, as in many other places where

not only to the citizens of Cleavland,

at

“plete master of the situation, having admi-

every city of the size

Christians whose religion must be kept
on ice are good for nothing, and, when
in the

sults.

subscribing

can have it till Jan. 1, 1881, for the same
sum ($2.00). There is actually no paper
of its grade offered at so low a figure.
It is the purpose of the Managers to
make a betler paper next year than they
have ever made before: to make it indispensable to every Freewill Baptist for the
amount of denominational matter that it
will contain, and to make it profitable to
everybody for its correspondence, its articles on religious life and doctrine, its

surprised if his prayers were notanswerthe majority of Christians would Sunday-school notes, its secular and rewhole a fine, noble specimen of a man. ed, as
prayers were answered. He ligious and educational news, its family
their
if
So far as personal appearance is concern=
save souls, and he expects reading, and its literary merit.
to
preaches
his
But
two.
the
of
ed, be is the Apollos
Fioally, at the reduced price, the paper
every time he preaches.
saved
be
chief attraction, of course, is his voice. souls to
have an increased circulation in ormust
has made his ministers fishers of der to be kept up to its present standard.
This is strong, smooth, musical, and un- God
never plays fishing. We look to the brethren to respond to our
der excellent control, enabling him to men. Mr. Moody
a draught, generous offer. ' It is not made in order
expecting
net
his
casts
He
to
expression
accurate
and
give forcible
that the Printing Establishment may make
get it.
not
he'does
if
surprised
is
and
the emotions of the soul. The wonderful
money, but that every Freewill Baptist
3. Another element of success is the family nay be enabled to have their deof this evangelistic work is
success
energy, which character- nominational paper. Each present sublargely due, without doubt, to the singing business-like
does.= Helis prompt to a seriber might get another, and thus enhe
that
all
of soul-stirring gospel hymns, ‘Which is izes
g his service at the large its field of usefulness. Take the
commencin
in
minute
made such a prominent featureof the
who does
and, from the beginning, paper to every Freewill Baptist
And Mr. Sankey is admirably time appointed,
it; show the paper and the
work.
receive
not
to the end without present low terms—only $2.00—and ask
fitted by nature, grace and practice, to drives right through
In conducting a for a subscription. It is botha denominacessation.
moment's
a
conduct with masterly skill this part of
never seems tional and a Christian work : let us all be
hesitates,
never
he
meeting,
been
has
this
Yet, when all
the service.
and com- interested in it.
home,
at
perfectly
is
undecided,

hight,

portant factor in producing the good results which are now being realized.
The preparation for Mr. Moody's coming was not as extensive and thorough as
could have been desired. It is true that
we had three months’ notice, which ought
to be time enough to get ready fot the
coming of the Lord himself. But, un-

churches, especially

year, and by

92. Another element of strength, is his
confident expectation of immediate re-

Sankey

Mr.

Missionary Societies. The greater its income the larger can be these donations.
Furthermore, a better opportunity than
the present was never offered for the increased circulation of the Star. Not only
can parties have it on trial three months
for twenty-five cents, but for Two dollars,
cash in hand, any person can have it a
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read the appeals in the Star.

divine procedure, Believing that what
God has promised he is able to perform,

is in every Christian

tions entered into it with a degree of
unanimity that is very gratifying. During my more than five years’ residence

of effort must be recognized as an im-

Ld

Jonah swallowed the

IH
—
xae Maruin Sra.
8 a large religious
any-third volume.
108

WAS SAVED!

lent enterprises of the denomination are
helped. Two new: subscribers have, with-

would

he

whale,

Freewill Baptist Publications.’

HOW A LIFE

worship, and a broader and deeper inter
est in all benevolent work. Thus the

ina few weeks, sent generous contributions to each of our Missionary Societies.
They did not know their wants until they

self very little nbout

when all that large

it,

and thus to put it into many families that
do not now have it.
This is not a gratuitous service that we
ask. Itis the unvarying testimony, that
the more copies of the Star that go into a
parish, the better the results that appear
in respect to Christian ' activity, religious |
intelligence, attendance at the prayer
meetings, contributions for the support of

God says the whale swallowed Jonah,
and he believes it. - If God had said

many advantages over any other.

rify God, that is exhibited to-day. Of
course this union of heart and unanimity

friends, acquaintances and parishes to

betterto have a hundred church fires
scattered throughout the city, than to
bave one huge Tabernacle fire in the
Center: The church plan of work brings
Cor

abandonment of selfish interests in a
united effort to save the masses -and glo-

Star, to circulate it. We still depend
upon them. It will be comparatively easy
for them to call the attention of their

pastors are directly repaid in better than
gold or greenbacks.
By helping the Star, all of the benevo-

power of the Holy Spirit, quickened
dead souls into a new and glorious life,

seen

the

pastors, and the more active friends of the

is better, in his judgment, to have relig- ‘refreshing to-see with what unquestionious meetings in the churches than any- ing confidence he accepts the whole Bible.
where else ; better to have men converted When God speaks, that is to him the end
there, then they will feel at home there; of all ‘conjecture and all controversy.

that when the work was once begun, pastors and people of different denomina-

here, I have not before

NOT TO BE READ
UNLESS YOU WISH TO HELP.
‘We have hitherto depended upon

interest
to the end. Since the close of good works.” He deals very little in
the Tabernacle meetings, the city has opinions, speculations and conjectures,
been divided into sections, and the Evan- but preaches God's Word 'as' no other
gelists are spending a few days visiting man to whom I have ever before listenthe different parts, to get the work start- ed. His well-deserved criticism upon
ed in the churches. 1t is the opinion of the ministers of Cleveland, publicly ex‘¢ They ransack creation,
many, and I hazard nothing in including pressed, was,
and
devour
libraries,
to learn the opinless
Mr. Moody in the number, that if
ions
of
men,
and
neglect
this blessed
Tabernacle,
the
in
time had been spent
In all the sermons which I have
and more in the churches, better results Book.”
would have been reached. And it need heard him preach, I do not remember to
surprise no one if Mr. Moody should have heard him quote a single author,
hereafter entirely discard Tabernacle except the writers of the Bible. An
work, and confine himself ‘exclusively to ounce of God’s word is worth tons of
His preference in that human opinion! In ‘these days when
the churches.
direction, after much observation and ex- skepticism not only sits in the pews but
perience, is becoming very decided. It speaks from our pulpits, it is certainly

of service than it has seemed practicable
for them to give to us.
The pastors and churches of this city

pu

by it alone, *¢ The man of God may be

ment. but rather a gratifying increase of perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all

upside down are come hither also.”
Messrs. Moody and Sunkey commenced their labors in this city on the first
Sabbath in October, and are to close on

work.

\

In these services there was no abate-

BY REV. O. D, PATCH.
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school than they did before it began ; and,

NOVEMBER 26, 1879.

‘6G. F. MOSHER,

on business, remittances of money,

&c., should

be

>

cost

have

doubled

of educating

cach

the

child.

prove the system was to

concentrate

the

in one man, and
his spirit into the
town could afford
could not afford to

We wish that thanksgiving day might
bring all theabsent ones home, and that the
‘fireside might be again the scene of such
joy and happiness as can be found only in pay.”
the home circle. We are made happy
They found a man, appointed him
even in thinking of the mirth and pleas- as superintendent and gave him a chance,
ure that are to reign in so many homes recognizing the fact that to be successful
next Thursday. Surely there ought to ‘“ he must not be continually hampered
be thunksgiving in such homes. But and thwarted by unnecessary interferthere are the far-away, and the estranged, ence;” and *‘ with the understanding that
and the dead. These will not return, by the results, and the results alone,
The cloud will rest dark and heavy where would he be judged.” The Committee,
they are missed and longed for. It is the however, announced that utility was the
same God over all, and who bringeth no one end to be kept in view, that
* the
affliction willingly on any heart. To studies pursued in’ our common
school
his loving care we commend all who may course should be so pursued.
that they
be in sorrow. In him alone is perfect may result in something of direct use in
peace, and so long as the trust is

absence

in

A young man who has lately given
heart to the Saviour said recently,

in

the ordinary lives of New

him

of in-

his
the

prayer-meeting, *‘ Nineteen years of my
life have been thrown away.”
Though
this young man had not been what would
be called a vicious young man, yet a true

conception of the purpose of life led him

to consider that part of his life which had

not been spent in the service of Christ as
lost! And he was right. Indeed, he did
not tell the whole truth ; for that part of
life which is spent in sin is worse than

the matter

treating our readers fairly that we should.

directing individuality
trust
to him to infuse
others. One man the
to pay; twenty men it

there can not be an utter
centive to thankfulness.

We can not always indorse

England men

and women.” Under the old system,
reading, writing,
spelling, grammar,
arithmetic and georgraphy and history
were taught separately. These seven
studies were all considered elementary.
They were so taught that children ** could
glibly tell what a peninsula was, but
they did not know one when they lived on
it; they could stand up and spell in a
spelling-bee, but put a pen in
their hands
and the havoc they made

phy was wonderful.”
and writing off-hand

with

orthogra-

¢ Reading at sight,
were

to

constitute

the basis of the new system.” To acquire

It would not be

It would be confining their reading,

so

far as the Star is concerned, in too narrow limits. Suppose Tyndall or Darwin
in science,

or

Henry

Ward

Beecher

OI

NOVEMBER: 26, 1879.

that is thus selected.

“This was out of the question. The burden on the tax payer was already heavy
enough.”
*¢ The only other way to im-

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
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But how was an improvement to be
effected? To secure a better grade of
teachers,—men and women of ideas and

annual

A@ All communications designed for publication.
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

AA

as for tests, there were none.

individuality—would

Editor.

MORNING

Lee

in

low average of a few cents per

1

member.

school buildings in his own vicinity can
fail to see the need of the proposed re-

Our contemporary suggests as one remedy

‘‘the strengthening of the secretaryship,”
so that direct appeals could be made to
the churches, but looks to the pastors

the chief helpers.
est to the people.”

3

form,

be a favorable time to put

as

the

In our own city we could suggest

State, one day last week three chil-

dren lay dead of diphtheria within a short

theology, or Herbert Spencer in philoso- that one man in the same church, without
distance of one of its principal school
phy, should this winter publish their pe- offensive earnestness,
secures a large buildings, and the opinion of competent
culiar views. They might be almost the missionary collection,
while his prede- physicians was that the disease was causopposite to what we could indorse, or to cessor or successor makes
the most limit- ed by the filthy condition of the schoolwhat our readers could accept as sound ed returns.” In almost
any cause the house privies, Matters that concern the
teaching, but nearly every reader might amount that the church does
is usually life of our children should be looked after,
consider it a grave fault in us not to let determined by the amount
of heart that and among these there are few more imhim know what opinions such men were the pastor puts into it.
We need not sug- portant things than the lighting, ventilatholding.
gest the application of that remark to our ing and draining of the premises where
But that is an exception to the rule that own people, nor the appropriatenes
s ‘of they pass their school hours.
we try to be governed by: which is, to saying something like the following
conadmit no selected article that is obviously cerning our own missionary
operations:
——REV. JOSEPH Coox in the prelude to
wrong or unwholesome in its tone. It “There has been so much of this
laying ‘his last week Monday lecture puts the
would be a miracle if we never broke out aggressive work of late, and
looking case in this way :
that rule—we mean unintentionally broke to the people for support, that it
will be
Is it safeschools
to allow
to
govern
it. The good housewife sometimes gets a very agreeable change
rimary
in athefreePopenation?
Ask
to secure first
the wrong spice in her pies, and the hus- the means and then arrange the
Spain. Ask Mexico. Ask the limping
measures.”
bandman, bowever careful he may be, We have indeed already begun
to make republics of South America. Ask Lower
Canada, where I have myself been threatwill sometimes sow wild pink seed with that change, so far as the home and
for- ened with personal
violence on the public
his wheat.
eign Boards are concerned.
‘No more Bighway for courteously
We did just such an “inadvertent thing debt,” that is, no more borrowing of did not believe a priest asserting that I
could raise Whe
as that two or three weeks ago, and have money to pay current expenses, is the dead.
Ask the states of southern Italy.
been rather severely, but always kindly, policy of each of them. It is the only Ask Ireland and her head schools. Ask
handled for it. But it has been a source wise policy. No body of people ought to Gladstone, bending here over the learned
Pages of his pamphlet on ** Vaticanism,”
of real encouragement to us. It shows undertake more benevolent work than
lan | and summoning all history,
in the first place that the selected matter they will pay for. But the amount that the education, to say nothing to testify that
of the liberin the Star is read—if it were not, we
they will pay for is a fair measure of their ty of a people, is not safe under exelusively Roman auspices. Ask Prince Bisshould feel that what we consider an im- benevoience, and also, perhaps, . of
the marck,
At his fireside, in his palace at
portant part of our work went for naught. grace of God in their hearts.
Varzin, he has a costly tapestry representIt shows in the second place that these seing King Henry 1V., in smock” and barelected articles are read thoughtfully and ——THE Protestant Episcopal church is footed, kneeling three days in the snow at
discriminatingly—which is the way to read doinga large missionary work in the the door of the palace of Pope Hildebrand
anything that is worth reading. It shows United States. A recent annual report imploring absolution in vain, until his
in the third place that Freewill Baptist puts the number of missionaries in this humiliation had been so protracted as to
be what the Romish
thought to be
clergymen have a well-grounded doctrin- country at 330, of whom 235 are laboring the proper symbol of pontiff
the lowness of the
among
white
people,
44
among
the
coloral belief—a fact that we have heard decivil power, when set u over against
nied in some quarters. If they were so ed race and 51 among the Indians. Last the ecclesiastical. Ask Sicily and Sardinia
quick to detect the wrong reasoning that year's receipts make a total of $179,857.- whether it is safe to allow Jesuit control
of popular education to run through many
may be employed with reference to that 23. In this paragraph it may be menenerations? Ask Pope Clement who, in
sublimest of themes, the eternal love of tioned that there is somewhat of a tenden- the very year in which this house was
cy
towards
Episco
palianism
in some built, expelled the Jesuits from ais doGod, they may be trusted not to lapse
line ‘of Romish
very far in respect to minor themes. quarters. The Christian Union noting minion. Ask the long
rulers who have expel fea the Jesuits since
Meanwhile we gladly unite with them in the fact of the confirmation of Rev. E. A. that date from
their sovereignties. Ask
striving to teach only what is good and Rand into the Episcopal Communion, | the states of the church under the shadow
which occurred last week,

in operation the

system that the article advocates.
The General Baptist Magazine (Lond
on)
in the course of an article on Dean Stanle
y’s
paper on baptism says of his ¢ magni
ficent
candor” in accepting sprinkling for
baptism
on grounds of taste, that *“ it is equal
ed only
by such Pedo-baptists as Beecher, who
frank.
ly gives up the Bible as an authority
on baptism, and baptizes babes because
there is
something pretty in it.”
:
Our Indian policy has rarely been bette
r epitomized than by Rev. Dr, W. Barrows,
who, in
the N. Y. Observer, mentions these
charac.

sevefal changes in the interests of cleanliness and health, while in the Capital of

** They come the near«It is worthy of note

——

teristics : “ First, the removal of a tribe to a

new reservation; second, atan early date
and
proper time encroachments by whites on
the
reservation; third, allow for the natural and
legitimate resistance of the tribe to ‘these en.
croachments; fourth, an Indian war to punish
the tribe for defending their treaty rights.”

1880

1880.

Register.

We are now ready: to fill orders for the
Register, which contains the calendar and

the usual

denominational

statistics. = It

does more than this; it gives the annual
reports of the Foreign Mission, Home
Mission, and Education Societies, also the
report of the Financial Secretary, which
is mostly statistical, showing what each

church and each

State has

done

for the

above causes during the year, and so it is
not only a Register but Altogether it is a
YEAR-BOOK,
The old price of the Register has always
been ten cents per copy,

including postage.
pages, embracing

or

eleven

cents

The addition of 64
the reports and our.

Confession of Faith and Church Covenant,

greatly enhances the value of the book,
and yet we offer it at the old price, only
the postage is now two cents per copy.
PRICE:
!

Single Copy,
LL

“

By mail,

x

Per dozen, not by mail,
“
“
By mail,
Per hundred, net by mail,

$0.10

Ja

1.18
7.00

either of these habits required constant
practice, and constant practice took time:
¥F~Only the usual number (6000) is
and years of sinning as though they had. It was decided to take
printed, and the supply may be exhansted
the time. The
not been; but we can not!
The seeds of grammer, the reader, the spelling-book
before the demand is met.
Please send in
vie and sin we have sown will bear their and the copy-book were ** hustled
your
orders at once for all that you can
out” of
bitter, bitter fruit; the bad influences we the schools.
probably dispose of, and if you shall have
“The alphabet itself was
have set in motion will continue to work no longer taught. In place
paid for more than you can sell, we will
of the old,
their banefal effects. Oh, that our lives, lymphatie, ¢ school-marm,’ pressing
refund
the money.
remark
s
that of St. Peter's, where, at the time when
inso far as they have been spent in sin, to the minds of tired and listless children true, and what will make the inner life, this “ makes the fifth transfer from the VictorEmmanuel
took
possession
of Rome,
and the outer example, snd the actual inmight be blotted out! Is it not then time the mystic significance of
certain hiero- fluence practically better, and yet’ better Congregational ministry to the Episcopal only five per ceit.of the populatiou could
for us to repent? Is not the record glyphics by mere force of
Church within the past two years. It is read and write.
over-laying, as still.
against us Jong enough and black enough ? it were,—instead of this time-hon
safe to assume that Mr. Rand, like Ed- | What Romanism has done abroad
ored
0
--o
+040
. Theological Students.
Dear reader, will you consent, do you machine-process, young women,
ward Abbott, at Cambridge, and Mr. against public education it now means to
full of
#
v..
«OURRENT TOPICS.
dare, to spend another moment in the life and nervous energy, found
Palmer,
“do
of
in
this
Revere,
country.
will
It
is
for
-bel
the-people
~ong
tothe
to- The Theological ‘Sehool closed — Frithemselves
——No
service of sin?
w that the vacation season
surrounded at the black-board
day. A little band of students has gone
is over, Broad Church in whatever denomination say whether it shall succeed or not.
with
>ro-+e
groups of little ones who were learning the Congregationalist,taking time to study they may stand, and will strive Wherever
out to do work for God and humanity. A
how to read almost without knowing it: the subject dispassionately, is not quite they are for a more Catholic communion ——AMONG the meetings in memory of few are left. Have you places’ for them
SYSTEM OR NO SYSTEM.
A young man just graduated from col- —learning how to read, in a word, ex- sure that the practice on the part of so of saints and a truer Christian union and the late Senator Chandler we doubt if any to work? Are there not churches that
lege enters a printing office to learn the actlyas they had before learned how to many ministers of dropping work and co-operation among all members of the have been more sincere than that held by can help them to a supply, or, by uniting
business of setting type. He has in his speak, not by rule and rote and by piece- leaving home for so long a time each year invisible Church of Christ.” As far as re- the faculty and friends of Hillsdale college. with other churches near, make up a cirPossession a treatise on punctuation which meal, but altogether and by practice.” is the best one. It practically crowds the gards church politics, these clergymen The Senator was a firm friend of the in- cuit in ‘which they can labor?
year's work into eight or nine months— have gone from the most independent stitution, had contributedto it in its hour ~The students are engaged as follows,
is as good as any he has been able to find. We make another extract :
Reading
2
‘
and writing were to be regard- Ah, we see. where the objection comes in. form to that of the most hierarchical, ex- of need, and is held in grateful memory viz.:
One day the apprentice ventures to ask
ed as elementary ; as such they were
Rev. N. A. A¥ery will continue to supto It is in the length of the vacation.
Three cepting the church of Rome. On some now that he is dead. At the meeting referthe gruff old proprietorsof the office, nambe taught
the primary schools.
They or four months is certainly longer than
other accounts, we should judge that the red to,the President of the college,several ply Sabattusville F. B. church.
ing the treatise on punctuatioh, if it is not were to be intaught
Rev. W.
there also by incessant the minist
er should leave his charge, un- “Broad Church” element would be more members of the faculty, Hon. Heory De Puy preaches in Hancock this vacathe best system. The summary answer practice, book and pencil in hand;
and
quickly follows that common sense is the no scholar who could not read at sight less it be for extraordinary reasons. But congenial to these ministers. At the Waldror who was associated with Mr. tion. He has been there before. Rev.
best system. The novitiate returns to and write with comparative ease could we are persuaded that that is a longer same time it is a great honor to the Epis- Chandler in Congress, and others spoke, R. D. Frost gges to Lisbon F. B. church,
be considered ready for promotion. Then, lime than ministers take, on an
and J. Q. Adams to the Hallowell F. B.
average, copalians that there is a Broad Church reviewing the salient features of his life.
his case reflecting that this is mo kind of in the
grammar grades, concentration for their avs
church.
Rev. G. A. Burgess will continWhen
element
they do take
and that that element is repan
answer,
as
common
sense
is was reduced to a system. Instruction in
ue
his
that
studies
amoun
at Newton Theological
t
of
fime,
resented
if
no
they
by
are
kind
noble
reading,
faithfu
workers
of a system at all,
l
writing, grammar, spelling, and,
in the Lord's {THE installation last week of Rev.
and
wnrkers they
school and return to Bates next term.
to
a
very
considera
that a person
quite
as
ble
much
vineyard.
risk
degree,
who
in
had
history
had
a
Charles S. Perkins as pastor of the Free——
Bro. F. D. George preaches two Sabbaths
lifetime's experience in the printing busi- and geography were combined in two of injuring their health by attempting to
will
Baptist church in Boston, gives us
exercises,—reading and writing. The do the year’s
——EXPE
RIENCE
is very soon forgotten
at Bath, and then goes to Augusta to
ness should be ashamed to give such old reader
duties in the time that is
occasion to say that Bro. P. has entered
having disappeared, the teachteach. L. W. Gowen supplies the Greene
an indefinite response to a sincere in- er was at liberty to put
left them, as they would in taking only when a general rise in railroad and other
in the hands of
on
that pastorate with a sincere purpose
F. B. church, and A. L.. Morey continues
the class geographies, or histories, or the old-fashioned Sunday or two. More- stocks incites the fever heat of speculation.
-Juirer.
of helping the church to increase its
at work with the Lisbon Falls F. B.
But it has not taken very many years magazine articles, and, having read them over, the tendency is to less sermons,and In New York, rumors of large fortunes strength and
usefulness. Its place of
first, the scholars might write of them to less ministerial work of
made
by
recent
stock
speculati
ons are rife.
church. L. C. Graves returns home to
various kinds,
for that young man to discover that the afterward
worship (the late Dr. Neale’s church on
s to show that they
Vienna Village, and will preach withold printer's sententious, although rather them. Their attention was thusunderstood and all these considerations ought to have One man is said to have cleared $700,000, Somerset St.)
is fuvorably located, and,
secured,
another
$150,000,
and
another
$60,000.
their
in
bearin
Farmington Q. M. during vacation.
on
g
the
amoun
t of recreation
hackneyed expression, is verily applica- and the pen being continually in the hand,
with an adequate rallying on the part of
“ble to more things than punctuation ; that they wrote as readily as they spoke, and that is taken. Among our own churches As a result young brokers, who a year Freewill Baptists within easy distance of it, Will the churches up there keep him at
spelling came with practice.
work? Bros. C. S. Boyd, J. R. Frankwe seldom hear of a case where the vaca- ago were leading a hand-to-month existeommon sense is doing in the. world's afthe church might soon be in a prosperous
lin, and G. M. Musgrove will remain in
We
have
endeavored to be as brief as tion bas extended beyond the plainly ence, are said to be living in the hight of condition.
fairs right along what systems are trying
We beseech all such Freewill Lewiston, unless
extravagance now. -New houses and
possible, and at the same time to give a reasonable limits.
called away by some of
to do.
Baptists to give the matter faithfal conBR
apartmen
ts
are
being
expensively furnishthe churches. We would call the attenWe have been reminded ‘of the above clear idea of the ‘new departure.” Hav- ——*¢
CHRISTIANITY is not moribund,” ed, costly establishments are started, and sideration, and not only to attend at the tion of Bowdoin Q.
M. Com. to this fact,
incident while looking over a pamphlet ing been tried in Quincy for the past three
exclaims
the Christian Union, in the midsy fashionable tailors, dress-makers and church of their own faith but to invite hoping they will find them
each work in
from the publishing house of Estes & or four years, it has proved eminently
others
to
attend
with them.
The present some
successful ; and is worthy ‘of considera- of a discourse on the liberalizing tenden- milliners are busier than ever. Quick
of the three days’ mieetings. BrethLauriat, Boston, entitled,
** The New
pastor
will
thank
any
person
cies
who
of
will in- ren, we can't
modern thought. And it adds: ‘The fortunes, extravagant expenditures,
afford to let them rast, inacbankDepar ure in the Common’ Schools of tion by all those interested in the educaobliteration of the line between the world ruptey. But this does not seem to be the form him of Freewill Baptists, or mem- tive, but give them
Quircy, and Other Papers on Educational tion of the young.
And in no feature is
the work, and let
bers ‘of Freewill Baptist families, now
them feel tor the churches as well as’ the
it more worthy of reflection and adoption and the church teaches us that viciory ‘worst feature of this speculating business.
Topics, by Charles F. Adams, Jr.”
living
in
Boston,
to
rather thau defeat is near.” Victory for When a person hasonce entered into these
the end that they churches for them.
As a fundamental basis of the new de- than in the demoustration of the fact that
G. 0. Wiggin goes
may be invitedto worship at the Somerwhich—the church or the world? It de- paths of making and losing money,
to his home in Pittsfield, N. H. Will
a
sound
system
is
he
of
common
school educaparture, we read :
:
:
set St. church.
pends altogether on the manner in which not losing a relish for normal work
New Durham Q. M. Mission Com. give
and
The essence of the new system was tion is not promoted by a multiplicity of the line is obliterate
If
it
be
done
by
d.
earnings
and
at
the
same
time departing
him a field? A. T. Hillman continues at
that
there was
no system about studies, but rather in reduction of the lowering the
standard of Christianity to a from rest of soul and contented living ?
it;—it
was
marked throughout by number of studies to. ‘‘the three R's"—
Dexter and F. E. Briggs goes to New
BRIEF
NOTES.
worldly level, or by interpreting the
intense individuality.
The programme reading, writing and atithmetic.
Gloucester. The term has been of value,
It is safe to class the New York Observer
found no place anywhere in it; on the
teaching
of the Bible so that it will be —I1 is gratifying to find a scientist of
There
the
are
lectures and exegetical studies interother
thoughts
among
in
this
the
conmost
excellent
of family papers,
_ contrary, the last new theory, so curiously
acceptable to the worldly mind, it would so much character as Prof. Pierce, of
esting, and a good foundation for future
amplified in some of our larger cities, nection the consideration of which we
Even the Independent's proof-reader is not
be easy enough to see with which side’ Harvard
University,
uttering
these error-proof, In
usefulness slowly yet surely laid. Pray for
‘that vast numbers of children should be shall be compelled to defer till another
the last issue he lets somewords,
the
victory
rested.
But
such
a
victory
as
which
he
did
at
the
opening meet- body spell speech with an -a in Mary Clem- missions, for the
-taught as trains on railroads are run,on a time.
:
college, and for the
that would only be hastening the world to ing of the Chestnut-street Club in Boston, mer's Washington letter.
time-table principle, hat they are here
.
Theological School.
YEROMLA.
now, that they will be at such another
its moral overthrow. The obliteration last week :
Not an insignificant sign of the time is the
SELECTED ARTICLES.
>-&-b
i
+4
point to-merrow, and at their terminus at
Men of science, be’ not false to your small books of -¢ Election stickers” ready
In accordanee with our plan of making that is needed is that made by the onsuch a date ;—while a general superinNorth Oarolina Freewill Baptists.
“childish
faith in your bedside prayer. made. ‘The ** divine right of bolting” is winward
tread
of
the
King
of
kings,
who
has
up
this
paper; each number contains
tendent sits in his central office and pricks
Your
logic
of
induction
ning
recognitio
in
various
ways.
may
n
be
as
pelluproclaim
ed
that he can not look upon sin
It is estonishing to see how rapidly the
off each step in the advance of the whole more or less selectéd matter. It is our
cid as ice, but beware lest you be bound
One of the most remarkable resultgeofitive, brethren of
line on a chart before him,—this whole aim always to take the best
with allowance, and calls on all men
the Eastern North Carolina
in
its
frigid
that
and
we
rigid
can
bonds
as
were the late election in Virginia was that in which an
theory was emphatically dismissed.
reewill
everywhe
to
repent.
Baptist
re
Conference have carried
find, allowing ourselves
traitors
seen
by
the divine comedian in old politician, who had been
considerable
frequently electIn another place Mr. Adams describes freedom in selection, so far as topics
on the work of establishing churches since
the
lowest
depths
of
Tartarus,
Retrace
ed
to the legislature, was defeated by his forare ~—— AFFAIRS in Iréland have
assumed a your stepg upward through the narrow
the close of the late war.
the common school system of Quincy, concerned, but meaning never
mer slave,
to admit more serious aspect during
avenue
of
ideality,
and
you
will
the
drift
past
from
week
Fourteen years ago, owing to the strictwhich, by the way, was regarded as any selection, however brief,
that is of by the arrest, on the part of the English this threatened darkness to see the stars |- Here is a sentence from the Golden Rule for ness
of the laws, under which our people
fullyup to the standard of any of the doubtfal moral tendency.
again, will again perceive the central parents to think about: “ Things are going
government, of three Irishmen charged
had
to
live, there was not a colored Freetowns in the neighborhood of Boston, as
‘wretchedl
y
light
wrong in that family where the
to be the unfailing fountain of
Qu beliefis that a reasonable amount of
will Baptist Elder to be found anywhere
Que knowledge, and in it and through it will little ones stay in the house as in a
with making incendiary speeches.
previously having fallen into a rut; as, space in each paper can thus be as
prison,
or
profit- of the arrested persons is an editor, which join in the praise and worship of the
in this State, I. may say in the South.
.**in a word, all smatter, veneering and ably occupied, as
al- ‘go to bed unhappy.”
it would be if it was makes the matter more
Since then, brethren have been set apart
noticeable, since mighty, omniscient and all-loving God.
Union monthly prayer-meetings ‘and quarcram ;” and that the ‘‘ ever-present object filled with original contributions
—
instead. it gives a kind of force to the claim that
to
the work of the ministry, 6,000 memterly
conferen
ce
meeting
s are now held by the
in the teacher’s mind was to pass a credita+ Our readers may thus get
a portion at least the rights of free
speech are curtailed ——THE Sanitary Engineer,of New York evangelical denominations laboring in Paris. bers collected, and 65 churches established
ble examination ; and to insure this,he un- of the best things that the
best writers are and the liberty of the press denied.
city, which did so goed service last winter This is a new and encouraging feature of a in the eastern part of the State, and the
These
consciously turned his scholars into par- producing, whereas thoy
might come far arrests, along with the great grievance
work has spread westward,
in securing certain reforms in the build- promising work.
down in
of
rots,and made a meaningless farce of edu- trom it if we should pursue a different
Georgia and other parts, where bodies of
Dr.
Burtol
said
ing
recently
and
drainage
that
of
city
tenement
the
almost
houses,
God
unsupporta
of
ble
rents
which
are
cation.”
We can not refrain from giving policy. +
the old theology is one we can neither love the same are to be found.
Pram Je
a
Had the eldf
the
work
of nor worship
demanded of the Irish farm tenants, add has now undertaken
the writer's picture of those examinations :
,” It is not clear just what he ers the advantage of education,
Iv would.be a mistake to suppose that fuel to their already inflamed
and had
an equally
needed
re- means by “the God of the old theolog
minds, and securing,
y,” but they been exempted from manual labor,
this plan lightens our labor.
A duy was publicl
On the con- cause them to threaten summary
form
in
the
building
of
school-hous
es.
as
we
measunderst
and
his
meaning
er
od ag
it is proved | that more time could have been given to
trary it greatly increases it, and of course
ures. We are convinced that they suffer | An award of $500 will be made by the false by the love and worship of millions,
the work, I haye no doubt that
it increases it

lost.

If we could dnly make

our days

Benominational Hetos.

:

in proportion to the amount
of care and pains-taki
thatng
'wé put into

great hardships, and that relief ought to

be easy enough to chop out of our ex-

—— “THE great question of the moment in

the work of making selections, . It would

changes at random enough ‘selections to

fill,

triumphant
he

pik

tee

of

:

od flu

asked

Crin
Abge

oem

to grafify

i

come from some source.
our missionary

operations,”

says

Zion's

|

much more
committee having the matter in charge | /The sale of the edition of 100,000 copief of would
have been done.
best model for a school-house, the November Scribner has made necessary
- The affairs of the Conference are so arthe reprinting of that issué and the advanceand the features which will have
for the

weight

with the conimittee of award, to whom

the designs will be submitted, will be—

|
Herald, **is how to reach the hearts of 1. Convenience of = arrangement
for
estill easierto vend a postal to. A the people and fairly present before them school purposes; 2.. Security against.

Sogele of pages, of the, Star,

It

of and Ben gagin f them to furnisthe
h articles ‘the claims of the great outlying fields.” fire and facility for egress; 3. Distributhe required to fill that space. But to care- It reports that no portion of the
Methodist |

Rh

over’ the

about the

fally examine fifty’ or sixty exchanges

each week and from them

to select the

matter that we wanist,
quite a. different
thing.

ment of the first editionof the December num.

berto 103,000. The justification of this is to
‘be looked for, the publishers think, in the
fresh and interesting list of subjects, and in the
capability of the writers in. the present number.

CR

membership approaches a worthy average. ing; 5. Drainage and other savitary ap- giving on the first page: *“ The cup of cold
in giving.

While the New York Confer-

ence has reached nearly a dollar

8 mem-

ber, ‘some of the largest bodies sink to the

pointments. The time for competition is
limited to the 2d of February, 1880. No

one who will examine the condition of the

water which any one of us gives to a disciple,
in the'name of a disciple, is not to be dripped
off from the end of an icicle.” Moreover, the

commencement of the coming
ES

new

year

will

ranged that it is impossible for one to at-

tend all of the important meetings, many
of them being held at the same time, but
my alm is to be present at as many as can
bbe reached.
‘tioldsboro’ seems to be the most central

WE,

from

Ww

0

reach the churches, consequently, I am
making it my principal stopping. place
while in the State.
Have just returned from Saul's chapel,
‘which held its last quarterly session Satur-

I

aR

day and Sunday, the

15th

and

16th

territorially a portion

inst

NOVEMBER 26, 1879.

miles

seven

about

forest,

Here we met Saturday

east of Goldsboro’.

prosperity, it had 18 churches, and 1085

bers.
bers.

at

Shaw,

ed by Bro. Bess, assisted by the writer.
“This church is five or six miles from any

visited, were much pleased to learn of the
general body of Freewill Baptists.

‘Having spoken of my Intention to attend the Cape Fear Conference, in a former letter, some readers of the Star may
I
be waiting to learn of its proceedings.
regret much to say that circumstances hindered my being present, so I can say nothB.F. Fox.
ing about it.
Goldsboro’, N. C., Nov. 18.

meetings soon.
A sories of extra meetings have been held
with the 2nd Lebanon church, and some of the
members of the church have been spiritually
refreshed. There is a good state of interest in

Committee of laymen

ditions to the church have been frequent, one
or more years past. Some twenty-five
or

name

Revs.

Daniel

thies, and

has

The brethren with
ever been sought or had.
their pastor have had a mind to work, and the
walls went up. They have a good Woman's
Mission Society, and have contributed $190 for
Foreign Missions, and aided ‘other benevolent
objects about $400 Quring the last five years.
Long live the church and its devoted pastor.
J. Q. Adams, of the Theo. School, Bates
College, is supplying the Free Baptist church

at Hallowell, and will spend his vacation
with the church. A series of meetings has
been arranged tobe holden with the church,

is

being holden with the Free Baptist church in
Monmouth, conducted by the pastor with encouraging results....Quite a revival interest

church at
conversion

and the number of inquirers are increasing.
A union prayer-meetinz, conducted by the
pastors of the churches of the city, has been

an increased religin the community.

of the
9-11,
to

The first day is given

nected with ministerial

‘Business; practical

in whick

work ‘are

discussed.
work,

‘questions, mission

sermons, ete, fill up the

the

con-

topics

programine

for

the

remaining days. The session is holden with
Farmington church, J. B. Davis, pastor.
New Hampshire.

Rev. D. Waterman is at liberty to supply
any church that may desire his services dur-

ing the winter, and longer, if thought best
then. Address, Dover, care of Rev. G. C.
Waterman.
.
:
Rev. H. P. Mansur has engaged to supply
the Milton Mills church, until the coming

spring.
The Franklin Falls church has not yet paid’
its debt, as reported in the last

Star,

to au 80,
eiort
Making every

»

;

but ‘is

We learn that the Andover society has been

paid $1500by the Northern

railroad for the

destruction of its church several years ago by

locomotive sparks.
Wolfborough Quarterly Meeting

the

winter.

future

is the

people....The

yearning

:
embraces

of the

church.

the

Twenty-

five have requested prayer within the last
three Weeks, several of whom are rejoicing in
the Saviour’s love....The Paige St. church;
Lowell, is also enjoying a very refreshing
work of grace. We learn from the pastor,
Bro. Porter, that fifteen or twenty have re-

quested prayer within
and the

church

is

two

taking

or three
hold

faithfully....
The Somerville

weeks,

of the

church

work

has just

completed a successful course of lectures,
Dr.
Graham has become stated supply for the
winter, and under his wise and faithful leadership, the church is already enjoying renewed
and increasing prosperity.

Revs.

Ran-

esting and were listened to with absorbed

at-

The sermon by Rev.
tention by the audience.
Mr. Bickford was able and appropriate. His

theme was ‘¢ Self-sacrifice for the good of
a topic admirably adapted to the
others”
occasion, as it will require a great deal of self
denial to establish, on a. firm basis, a church

in Boston.

The

council

were

very

much

gratified in finding the people unanimously
and enthusiastically united on their pastor and
determined to support him and pay’ the run-

ning expenses without drawing
they have on hand, and also, in

upon funds
seeing both

pastor and people so hopeful of success. The
work before them is truly Herculean, yet with

the help of God and the hearty co-operation of

the denomination they can

and

will

succeed.

They occupy the Somerset Street church, formerly Dr. Neale's; it Is well located being easy
of access from all parts

of ‘the city

by

street

cars. ‘There is no other point in New England
where it is so important for thé Freewill Bap-

tiststo have a live and strong church as in this
CUTRIeTOs cee —for—late it are Sowing
many of the most intelligent and enterprising
of eur young people, and if. we do not have &
good, inviting Christian home for them here,
they will'soon be absorbed in other churches
and will be forever lost to us as ‘a denomina-

$

NO OTHER =

SPECIAL

the 2nd inst. the brethren and sisters of Jef
fersonville and Big Mound churches with a
number of friends met in a surprise party at
out house and we had a very enjoyable season,

and they lefl with us things needed, valued at
$38.45, for which they have our grateful
3!
shanks.”
The Lord has been gloriously reviving his
work some four or five miles southeast of
Prairie City. The meeting lasted little over

Work

mouths from the filthy use of tobacco. ' A Free
Baptist church of 28 members was organized.

A

hay-

Bro. Wyatt assisted
jmmersed.
‘
in this meeting. He also ugited with the same
Bro. “Peter CHristian' has been
church.
;

preaching monthly for sorae time to this

peo-

ple to good acceptance, which has helped
open the way. for this blessed work.
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year's selections, NOW READY.

Price, 5 cts. $4.00 per 100 copies.
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in Paper Covers, $10
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Cincinnati.
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‘At Strafford, Blue Bills,

J. Pettigrew, SamuelP.
both of Strafford.
In Lynn, Mass., Nov. 19,
Chas. F. Pollard and Miss
nee of the
Atihe
of Waverly, Brewer
north

N. H.. Nov. 15. hy Rev,O.

Eveliné G. Gray.
X
by Rev. A. P. Tracy, Dea,
Sarah Brown, both of Lynn.
bride’s parents, four miles
T
IZ
Nov.
C0. Towa,

Eaton and

Palmer, Mr. A. A, Eisenhart and Miss Jennie S.»

Oberdorf, both of Bremer Co,, Iowa.
At East Penfield, N.Y., Nov. 12, by Rev. J. M. Crandall, Mr. Wint A.Smith, of Purinton, and Miss Julia A.
Butler, of Penfield.~-AL the residence of the bride's
parents. Nov. 20, by the same, Mr. Benjamin R. Fur.
:
man, snd M iss Maud E Ford, all of Penfield,

Street, Cincinnati,
New York.

O.
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Designaon hand, Handsome sample
eto. 500
Books,
10 cents; 6 assorted sheets.ws cts.; 11 sheets, 80 cts. ; 25 sheets,
Stamps taken.
$1.00, Illustrated catalogue with each order.
BURT bk PRENTICE, 73 Beekman St., N. Y.Agents wanted,

= Spinning Pistol

PROVIDE FOR

WINTER EVENINGS!

SAE ee

Explodes a Paper Capand
Spins & Top at same time.
It osnnot strike the hand,

STOCK OF A BANKRUPT FIRM.

This is absolutely such music as costs
from 30 cents to $1.00 a piece in the
music stores. Twelve sample pieces

3

|,

PE

(vocal or instrumental), with comple.e cataloque, mailed free for

reas

JOHN P. LOVELL & SONS,
Gun Dealers, Boston,
Mass

24 cents. Postage stamps
taken. pw, Shoppe!l,
Bible House, N.Y.

VERY LATESTIN THE
POLYAUTOGRAPHIC “ BOOM!”

THE DEAF HEAR

“Take notice all who USE or SELL the
BEST and CHEAPEST
APPARATUS.

MSS,

za

MULTIPLYING

"VIO" POLYAUTOGRAPEIC TABLETS.

PERFECTLY,all Ordinary Conversation,
: Zeotures, Concerts, etc, by New Channcls,
}
ugh
the
to the nerves of hearing.
arecent wonderful scientific invention—TH
APHONE. Forremarkable
80 on the Deaf

,
et ,
Size of an ordin
Ameriean Den!

1 CENT a Square Inch for any Size and
Only
Shape desired | And warranted the very highest
quality known.

WARRANTED.

47 BEEKMAN

of t em are making from
$2 to $10 a day.
Send 3-cent stamp for particulars.
No Rostaly answered.
1342
REV. 8. T. BUCK, Milton, Pa.
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and Things, with
8 Key,
including
: Black- board De-«
signs, Bible Stud= jes, Concert ExSrcises,
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Sure

for

Cure

These pills are purely vegetable, being made of

Address R, W. SHOPPELL,
Bible House, New York,

:

Pills

postpaid,

FOURTH AVENUE.
4t45then9teow

240

CONSTIPATION.

cent stamps will do) and get the=
containing

hundred

$4 per

Single Copy S Cts.

handsome

books such as usually sell for $1.50, The
solution (not the Rebus itself) will be
rinted in the Youth's Companion of
ton, and also such winners’ names
as desire it, Send 24 cents (8 thre
book

er

rr renar CAUTION trey

per on
nted on it in black a Pile of Stones and
bot
Dr. J. P. Miller's signature, Phila, $1 a bottle. Sold by all
druggists. Sent by mail by proprietor, J, P. MILLER,M.D.,
8. W. cor. Tenth and Arch Sts., Phila.,
Pa. Ad vice Ire.
Stam 6m4d

bathe; : all

has” Jrimed

Absorbs

the tumors, gives immediate
lief, cures cases of long standing
in 1 week, ordinary casesin2days.
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The
publisher
Thyseit,}

ok,

Bleeding.

Remedy failstocure.

WATCH!
AND FINE
ALL FOR NOTHING!

happiness,

case or

Blind.

jling: Ulcerated, or
truding
PILES that DeBing’s Pile

A GOLD

and

Free.

I have nearly 300 Agents
on my Goods, and am dait I getting more.
Many
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h

Boys & Girls

which is pretty hard, it is true, but

sent

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
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Catalogue

VANDUZEN

Double Postal, $1; Double Letter, $2.50; Double
J
Cap, $4.00,
For Introduction, the FIRST ORDER from any
place, with cash, at DEALER’S DISCOUNT, 25
per cent.

¢ VIDIY POLYAUTOGRAPHIC

splaces all EarWatch, Send for F'
one Co. 261 Vine St. Cine

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY

Matchless in Convenience and Elegance of Casing
and Equipment.
All Sizes in Duplicate for Safety.
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public tests
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BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

“Vidi” Polyautographic Cabinet.

;

Thorndike and Miss

CHURCH & C9,

66 W. Fourth
And 805 Broadway,

The Royal Top

in Colorado.

Fred A.

PUBLISHED BY
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Biglow & Main, | John Church & Co.

Married

A.

if sent

100; 2 cents per copy additional if sent by mail.

In Camden, Me., June 15, by Rev. F. Cooper, Jr. Mr,of | :
Jennie Packard, bath
nse and Miss

Camden.—Sept. 27, Mr.

SANKEY.

10 cents per copy additional,

$1.00
Lydia F. Remick, Newark, N, J.
1.00
Sarah Beacham, Water Village, N. Hi,
A. J. FAIRBANKS.
:

Emma L. Oxton, roth of Rockland,
Tn New Gloucester, Me.s by Rev, Seth W. Perkins,
Nov. 16. Mr. Amos Bachelder and Miss Lydia Lord,
both of Gray.
'

‘few came in not in full membership, not

AND

mall.

Wood=E N

clean

Fifteen were baptized during the meeting.

topless

Addresses,

two weeks, closing last Thursday night.
‘Many were converted and reclaimed. Others,

church members sanctified through the truth,

SIXES

Schools, etc., by the
.
Song.
best writers of Sacred
Sanders,
Doane, Geo. F. Root, Harry
to this
contributed
and others have

EXCLUSIVELY AT THE SPECIAL RELIGIOUS
SERVICES CONDUCTED BY MESSRS,

MUSIC edition, in Board Covers, $60 per 100]

J.F.Waterho
of St. George,and
7, Mr. Geo, B. Jones,
Camden.—Sept.
Mr. Joof Camden, —Sept. 24,
Miss Ella 8.’ Clough,
Eaton, both of
seph Allenwood aud Miss Nancy P.

but

No. 3 in one volume, all dupli-

MOODY

Letters Received.

Mission

= i =

Sacred
Gospel

Gospel Hymns Combined
IS USED

& Co.'s

Dantsmias Sateenions

cates being omitted.

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.
Elder G. W. Johnston, Philipsburgh, Mo.
J. Wilson Warren, Guilford, Me.
B.F. Drake, Eaton’s Creek, Tecan.
E. B. Evans, care Darid Hilton, Francesville, Ind.
. 3s
T, F. Paine. No. Anvon.
N. Gammon, Presque Teie; Me.

. For

Church

READY:

Containing Gospel
Hymns and
Songs, Gospel Hymus No. 2, and

Wright—J H Yeoman.

On

|BETTER THAN EVER!

SR0SPEL ETMNS COMBINED,”
Hymns

THOMAS.”

St., BOSTO

POPULAR SACRED SONGS

Notices.

NYE ATH Welch—J E' Wells—Mrs J

spirit manifested through the Q. M. Hope for
a successful year if I can be able to work, but

AS UNEQUALLED"—THEODORE

" COLLECTION OF

J 8 Alderdice—H Atwood—J Ashley—E Allison—
Mrs W S Brewer—R E Brockett—Mrs 8 F Bushaw—
¥)der Butler—MrsS RBrink—F E Bri gs—Mrs ELP
Brown—J
Black—S Bathrick—C E Brockway—V
Bacon—D Branch—N P Beede- Mrs E C Beal-L P
Bickford- OA Bickford—C Brayton—H W Barnes—
Al A Cooper—Coon, roth & Co—J G Chapman—J) L
Brown—S Curtis—L Cook—R Clark—R Card—L Cummings—F Cooper—8 A Comstock—B R Clark—P Day
— Mrs) Day—Mrs P Dewey—John Darling—L Deck=
er—Mrs J B Davis—B Dodge—S T Dodge—Geo Don-F
nocker—A L Eldredge—F Earl-D 8 Fowler—-B
Fox—L D Felt-G R Foster—8 P Fernald—A L Gerrish—J F Hopkins—W D Hardy—Mrs D I Hurd-C
Hibner—Mrs A Heller—D Hodgdon—L Huthins—R L
H—H Holt--I Holder—H B Hutchins—A Hansen—W
W Hatech—F A Janes 2—Mrs H F Jenne—Mvs cP
Keyes—J Kettle—H Lanier- J F Lord—F Lockwood
—J Logan—My¢s C Latham—G W Mayhew—R Myers
—F 'T Major-H Mortou—R Martin—A H Morrell—
R Myers—L Malvern—G F McFarland—M Nichols—W
L Noyes—Mrs T W Noyes—d W Martin—A LMorey—W
Moffatt—Jd C Myers—Mrs N M Marston—J
G W
2—C F
Otis—BE Osgood—T E Pedan—C F Penney
8 Potter
Palmer—W G Plummer—Mrs J B Palmer—J
—J Pinkham—B D Peck—A 8 Pa shley—O J Pettegrew
D Patridge—A Palmer—S8 Partridge—C W Puriagton
—R O Pratt—W A Potter—S N Plerce—M 8 H Rogers
A W Reed—E Robinson—C L Russell=S & Rollius—
Mrs D E Sanborn—A Relyea—G 8 Ricker -M I8turtevant—Mrs R Stevens—E Smith—I R 8 encer—dJ 8ilStockberger—
vernail =T WiSpringfield- C B Siith—M
Veney
F W Towne—Miss E Tuvlor—A P Tracy—J D
om
§\gphent
est
—W
Waiker
H
-G
arker
—P Vanderm

in this

REGARD THEM

The Largest and Cheapest

REV. E. N.FERNALD (to whom all contributions
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
52t
be sent) Lewiston, Me.

month. Received five, three by baptism, two
by recommendation, making twenty in all
At Q. M. at Big Mound, had a good time. ‘One
addition. There seemsto be a good revival

[0 QUARTERS,
m0 UPWARDS \E
CATALOGUES FREE.*s}

NOTICE.

Post-Office

now

I am seriously afflicted with rheumatism.

[oF:4:0

GENERALLY

Rev.J. C. Gilliland, Jeffersonville, Wain Co., Ill.

Commenced
located in the Wayne Co. Q. M.
Held a meeting
work with good prospects,
with Jeffersonville church, in October, result
A
ing in sixteen. additions to the church,
good revival spirit. manifested, Commenced

J

SUCH AT ANY.

A few things to be observed in sending boxes and
barrelsof books, papers, clothing, &c., to aid in our
school and mission South:
1. The parties sending, as a rule, are expected to pay
the cnst of traneportation, since we have no appropriation for such a purpose.
by
2. Send as freight by water, or railroad, and notsendexpress. Some, hot knowing the difference, and all or
somebody
cost
goods
the
ake
express,
ing by
mere than they—if old books and papers—are worth.
3. If you are in doubt about the best method of sendmost
ing them, write us here, and we will inform you,
cheerfully.
future
solicit
earpestly
we
favors,
past
for
“Phankful
A. H. MORRELL.
patronage” in this line.

Money

FOR EASY PAYMENTS
$5 PER’ MONTH FOR

AMERICANORGANS ¥

Weak

Benson’s Cap

SJ

ALSO

——————

REMUNT

Gb © |

To $500
AND UPWARDS:

EVERY

FOR

A SERIES of meetings will be holden at the F. B.
church at East Alton. N. H., commencing Thursday
evening, Dec. 4, conducted by Rev. C. H.Smith, assisted by Revs.W. H. Cutting and C; Paris, A cordial
. RICHARDSON,
fuvitation extended to all, ~

Our church at Warren is without a pastor,
Rev. H. G. Woodworth having gone to Dakota,

obtained not ‘only cléan hearts

PRICES

THIRTEEN YEARS 4

Notice.
To Whom it May Concern.
At a'meeting of the Capaan & Hanover church
Aug. 30, 1879, Rev. Francis Morrison, upon his, own
confession, was convicted of gross iminoralityand was
his
suspended from the fellowship of the church,
credentials taken from him til such time as the church
fellowship.
to
him
and Q. M. shall see fit to restore
The above action was adopted by the Q. M,, Nov.l.at
Sonth Wentworth, and a corniittee chosen to send the
publication.
same to the Morning SianW. forNELSON,
Wentworth
o
8. COLE,
. M
N. JONES,
Committee,

Illinois.

Sabbath

AT

=

FRENCH CREEK Q. M, with the North East church
at the Unton school-house, commencing Dec. 19.
w.U. EDWARDS, Clerk.
HUNTINGTON Q. M. with the Underhill Center
E.B. FULLER, Clerk.
church, Dee. 12-14.
FARMINGTON Q.M., Fr rmington church, Dec, 10—11
;
;
_ D. PEASE, Clerk. .
Fox RIVER (IIL) Q. M. with the North Plato church.
Dec. 19,at 2 o'clock, P. M., and continue over the Sabbath.
M. W. COLE, Clerk.
UNION (N. Y.) Q. M. with_the Italy & Naples
church, Dec. 12, 2 o'clock, P. M. Let there be a full delJ. D.SMiTH, Clerk.
egation from all the churches.
SAUK CO. Q.M. will be held with the church in Prailrie du Sac, commencing on Friday, Dec. 12, at 2, P. M.
i
D.STILLWELL, Clerk.
ALL persons who intend to attend the Bowdoin
Q. M., at Brunswick, the 16th—18th, can buy return
tickets at all the stations within the limits of this
Lh for one fare. Be sure and ask for tickets to
runswick, and return, to the Q. M.
B. M. EDWARDS.
HENNEPIN Q.M. at Champlin, Hennepin Co... Minn,
S, Clerk.
J.8.STAPLE
(2t)
Dec. 5-7.

than at the present.

again at same place the 2nd

1y28

Coughs, or any)

Quarterly Meeting

in Washington, aged 86 years and 5 months.

The Waupun pastorate is vacant, Rev. A.
resigned....Rev. Wm,
Brand having
G.
Hulse has resigned the pastorate of the Raymond church, and gone to Ohio.... Wisconsin
was never more in need of faithful workers

Rev.

FRANZ

$54.$66.$78.$84.

Plaster.

or
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Yotices and Bppointments.

Samuel Shaw died Oct. 15, at his home

Installation.

pastor.

Back,

Lame

pix

BEST

in-

1878.

:

am

HE

SO N

NOW

Notwith-

“I

Dr. Henry 1. Bowditch,

CET

_ "MATCHLESS?”

Loss

4t41

The Rev. Charles 8. Perkins was installed as
pastor of the First Freewill Baptist church of
Boston, on Thursday evening, Nov. 20, by a
council consisting of Revs. D. M. Graham, J.
Maivern, C. A. Bickford, G. 8. Ricker and P.
The order of exercises as follows:
v. Perry.
nthem by the choir; reading minutes of the
gouncil by Rev. P. W, Perry; prayer by Rev.
‘W. F. Davis; reading Scriptures’by Rev. G.
8. Ricker; sermon by Rev. C. A. Bickford,
ltuxt John 8:16; installation prayer by Rev. J.
Malvern; charge to pastor by Rev. Dr, Grabam; right hand of fellowship by Rev. G. 8.
Ricker; address to the people by Rev. P. VW,
Perry; address of welcome by Rev. F. B.
Dickinson of the Bowdoin Square Baptist
D. M. Graham was chairman of council.
The exercises throughout were deeply inter-

,

se

Mr. Charles Clarke, of the Hillsdale Theological department, has been engaged to supply
the Wheatland Free Baptist church for the
coming year.

Gilliland writes:

Porous

Back, Cold on the Chest.

Eli Sted-

weeks.

Dinah : Muloch Craik, * x. Tietogel Harding Davi,

’

as the ingre78

oe

‘Whi

The variety and worth of its contents will make it a reposit
f the
choi
literature; a library of tales, travels, adventure, hist
d bi a
Ca vin
for the school, the study and the fireside. It will pwn nd biography; 4 * Compaion
Serial Stories, Stories for Girls,
Editorials on Current Events,
Stirring Tales of Adventure,
Two Hundred Short Stories,
Letters of Foreign Travel,
Valuable Papers on Health,
Brilliant Sketches, Poems,
Anecdotes and Incidents.
Subscription Price, $1 75. Specimen copies sent free. Please mention in what paper you
Address YOUTH’S COMPANION, Boston, Mass.
read this advertisement.

BACK.
BACK.

Capcine

Rheumatism,

Wisconsin.

church ; benediction by the new

CO.,

ogy,
ello

MA
by

James T, Field

Louise Chandies foutton,

Clerk.

on

Tye

Sara

Their great merit lies in the fact that they are
he only plasters which relieve pain at once.
Every one suffering from

ment of Rev. Wm. Preston, of Capac,

Rev. J. C.

5.

and

FRER
Weakness,

Anv Suggs

LAME
WEAK

po

standing the rainy weather and muddy roads,
house is well filled with anxious listenthe
ers. Some eight or ten have been made to
rejoice in the pardoning love of God, and the
branch is
The
church is greatly quickened.
four miles from the village, and was-organized
Jast winter with fifteen members. 1t has a good
S. S. prospering under the judicious manage-

Rev.

Harriet Beecher Stowe

interest

Overwhelming evidence of their superiority
over all other plasters. It is everywhere re
ommended by Physicians, Druggists and the
Press.
The manufacturers received a special award
and
he only
1 given for porous plasters at the
Centennial EE <position, 1876, at the Paris Ex.

It-was a strug-

Iowa.

pointed

DAVIDSON

Benson’s

The South Branch of the Capac church is
a good work of grace under the laenjoying
bors of their pastor, Rev, E. J. Doyle.
Meet-

for two

and

brought

Address

AA

Michigan.

ings each evening

were

th

somely illustrated by the best artists,
and
i
i
the most attractive writers inthe country. Among gid be lr

at

¢°' Wortos Exnisimon

gle for existence.
At length God's blessing
succeeded revivals.
was realized; revivals
Another church was formed from it, and from
this a third church was formed.
So, from this
small beginning, there are now three churches
in the township, numbering in the aggregate
‘The pastors are Revs. 8S. H.
395 members.
Barrett, J. W. Martin and C. J. Chase, the
a young man raised up in one of the
latter
churches.
g

llustrated.

It aims to be a favorite in every family—looked fo eagerly by

and L. A. H,

and all disorders

St., New York.

expe-

after

y

in Size,

Society

man and James J. Green formed a church of
seven members in Rutland, Ohio, which enjoyed a good degree of prosperity till 1824,
when it lost its visibility. It was reorganized
in 1828, with eight members.
For some years

but few additions were made.

meetings,

discretion or excess.

of his Toss.

years

prayers

A. Hathaway

devotional

dients,

Ohio.
dall formed the first church;

tender,

Revs.

of Manhood,

Western.
1810, thirty

its last session

PRESCRIPTION
For the speedy cure of Seminal

Efi
ii

In February,

53.

read with interest by the older. Its purpose A to interest while it fh Tsbe folksy
judicious,
and
practiah Sensivié, wg hid Nave really Dermaneiit worth, while it attracts for the hour,

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

is hoped soon one may be found.—T. H. 8.

:

Vol.

Elegantly

resulting

- Business Hotes.

+++.Rev. Wm. Knollin is now enjoying good
health and preaches as opportunity affords....
Yarmouth church is still without a pastor.
It

the Divine blessing
The prayers, sympa-

;

Increased

of

strength:

J. 8. STAPLES,

Our interest

our pillars and we can not think

sea-

spirit which seems to pervade and possess

entire membership

church, and in the cause of temperance also.
A revival interest hus prevailed more or less
No extra
encouragingly for four years past.

Ministers’ Conference,

execute

perliaps, the labors
of Christians

feature of the work

Jn the use qffunds, strict honesty and prompt.
ness In atl its financial affairs. Hard work,
every day, courage and pluck everywhere—
with faith unshaken in God’s promises. Much
valuable work has been done outside of the

tas been issued.

and

meeting,

Next session at Champlin, Dec. 5—7.

for another year at Tusket....Rev. J. I. Porter, of Barrington, is in feeble health. He (/
continues to labor, but it is feared he will soon |
have to give up.
It is hoped that with rest in
the hands of Providence, he may yet be spared
to us for many years to come.
He is one of

a

Haverhill church are arranging fora fair which
is to be holden Dec. 3 and 4. A paper is also
to be published under the care of the pastor,
Rev. J. Malvern....The religious outlook of
the Lawrence church is very hopeful.
Several
conversions have recently occurred and the
interest is constantly deepening....The Mt.
Vernon church, Lowell, is enjoying a very
tender and
encouraging religious
interest.
Several young men and women have been
hopefully converted and others are among the
inquirers. The work goes on very quietly and
yet with manifest power.
The most hopeful

well as good men, came forth with renewed
zeal, and with their pastor pushed bravely
forward.
The church bas now a good house
of worship and lot, worth at least $3,000, with
debts all paid, the last $300 has just been raised and paid. They have a good 8. school and
congregation on the Sabbath, well united and
devoted to the work of Christ.
During Bro.
Edward’s pastorate, seventy-nine have been
added to the church, sixty of this number by
The secret of this success has been
baptism.
much faithful visiting, prudence and wisdom

ceesA programme for the next session
Farmington Q. M., to be holden Dec.

devise

ly enjoyable both to pastor and

about discouraged, and nearly ready to surrender and give up as lost. After some months
of vigorous service, several good women, as

recently commenced, and
jous interest is developed

to

appointed

refreshment
and
hearty.
evening.
Musie,
greetings combined to make the occasion high-

Seminary at Lewiston.
May the church have
many such men, and deacons, and ministers,
as serve the Lord with all they have.
§
It is now some five years since Rev. B. M.
Edwards settled over a small, scattered people in Brunswick, worshiping in a public hall,

is manifested in the Free Baptist
Augusta. .Several have professed

Vil-

very cordial reception Wednesday evening,
Nov. 19. About 250 were present during the

State

commencing Dec. 8.... A series of meetings

and

holding

The

a re-

The churches were well repre-

In this

religious

Baptist society on the continent.

The First Free Baptist church of Boston,
gave thelr new pastor, Rev. C. 8. Perkins, a

Jackson, Eli

evangelist,”

ministry?

progressive

the

earnest preaching, added much to the
of the session.

Some think it is, others think it is not. If that
is not possible, then we must look across the
water and become part of the strongest Free

Massachusetts.

Most of its lay
right sort. Dea.
remembered, as
many years, and

labor of some * wondlul

meth-

the

for

salvation

Welch, from St. Croix Q. M., were present,
and by their practical remarks in the business,

umion between

training

many

the

offered

for him,

may be possible for all three societies to unite.

without the Q. M. are solicited.—P.

many,

a liberal donor of $500 to the old Maine

for

of

and special and earnest

is against us, Yet many fail to see it. The
fact is it is time forall who have the denomination at heart to consider well our future. It

brethren,

Water

session,

son. It is expected that
will attend these efforts.

admi-

Among

invalid.

mostof the churches during

the practice
and preaching of Bro. Hill
The Topsham church has been organized some

Fernald, and W. T. Smith.
members have been of the
Haskellis still affectionately
a pillar of Christian strength

rience of every

have been made for holding a series of meetings with the 1st Alton church, early in December.
Probably, meetings will be held with

more bave joined themselves to the Lord.
The whole town has indeed felt the good ef
fects of faithful Christian labor. The temperance cause has found u true defender in both

morals, and of superior worth.

schools

a trained and educated

organizedby choosing N. Shaw, of Effingham
Falls, chairman, and Dea. O. Richardson of
Melvin Village, clerk. Already, arrangements

Christian

No

1880.

were

minis
A. A.
at his
missed

ministry, and no chance «( any for some time
to come, even with a church membership of
about 15,000. God works by means,and if one
church won’t provide the means another will.
How can we expect to become strong without

measures for their relief. On the Wednesday
following the Com. met at Water Village, and

tience and perseverance, have made our brothConversions and ad=.er's pastorate & success.

we might

them.

no real tangible

M.

sented br letter and delegates. All the
ters of the Q. M. were present but Rev.
Smith, who was confined with feyer
home in Minneapolis. He was much

the same doctrines and sharing the same prac-

yet

part

protracted

Crystal Lake.

will help and strengthen.... Licentiate Downey is also laboring in Cornwallis....Rev. T.
0. DeWitt is engaged for another year on
Cape Island....Rev. T. H. Siddall is engaged

an

Q. M., at its November

unquestioned

strength.

Dominion are three bodies of Baptists

tices,

the

HENNEPIN Q. M.—Held

out its limits, and is

Bro. Hill. A Christian heart, intelligence, and
a good share of common sense, with much pa-

of

improved

Q.

‘W. U. EDWARDS, Clerk.

visit to the Harmony Q. M., in hope of helping them to try to devise plans of action that

unpromising, when settled over by

been

religious matters mutual

C. W. Dealtry, formerly a Congregationalist.
In view of the necessities of the churches, the

of its pas-

Asa result, when

on

When

receive cordial

closar together for the common good of the
entire denomination.
Mutual help menus in

lage church is prosperous.
It has a new
meeting-house, and an energetic pastor, Rev.

Most

good.

Washington

in reclaiming some wanderers and
ening the church,

the past summer. It has no preaching now.
Its pastor, Rev. Wm. K. Lucas, resides with-

church had just passed through severe trials,

Conference.

and

the

of God’s cause and

Johnson,

Paris, whose loss of voice incapacitates for
much public speaking.
Second Wolfborough
church has had preaching one-half of the time

Rev. A. G. Hill has been the pastor of the
Topsham church about three years.
The

convened

lay

sound

the Companion free to January
Ist. 1880, and givea full year's
subscription from that date.

souls. Brother Robbins, of Gewand,
being
present, tarried with the
church after the
close of the session, and, with Bro. Oliver

is there and our future pointsthat way. Sooner or later thi question will solve itself by
necessity, and it would be well to take time by
the forelock....Rev. W. Downey is now on a

the social meetings, and an increasing number
of Morning Stars taken.
Rev. A. F. Hutchinson, of Cape Elizabeth, has been a great influence for good in the meetings held.

Itonce

by

vival

ods of action are inaugurated there is a lack
of cohesiveness. Surely, soon we shall hold

For a few
ks Rev. Ira Emery, of Lewiston,
Me., has been laboring with this people. He
will take pastoral charge of the church, January 1, 1880, This is’ the home of Rev. C.

Blaisdell, was given a pound party which was
a fine success.
They anticipate holding special

have

church.”

to secular busi4th Ossipee are

time,

earnestness

heartedness in the work of the denomination.
‘We are not denominational enough. We are
80 Free that in some churches almost each
man wantstobe a ‘ Frée and Independent

no pastor for some months.
Its meetings
have, however, been kept in good running orof the

are

I

present with us and a good interest prevailed
through
all the meeting, and an unusual

sympathy.
But itis feared the members of
our churches lack intense loyalty and thorough-

are

Its pastor, Rev. H. P. Mansur, mainly supports
himself. First Wolfborough church has had

der a portiop

brethren from

Scotia,

presented by the people they

another denomination.
The 1st Wakefield
church is small and feeble. It owns a good
church edifice in common with the Adventists.

The Springvale church has painted its meeting-house on the outside and frescoed its vestry the past summer—bills all paid. On the
evening of Nov. 10, the pastor, Rev. B. G.

tors

churches

Our principles

dence of Rev. John Chick, now deceased; the
latter at Ossipee Corner.
Tbe Union Village
church is also very small, and worships with

Maine.

rably our Gen.

two

ef-

the forthcoming Quarterly Meeting plans will
be adopted for a general season’ of prayer and
labor in all our churches. Somehow we don’t
make the progress we ought and as we might.

very small ghurches, and are, in part, supplied
by mini of other denominations. The
former is located at Chickville, once the resi-

Eastern.

forty or more pears.

These

but devotes his time largely
ness, The 2nd Ossipee and

Ministers and Churches.

and was

The 1st Alton church has no min-

a layman.

to take

Just now all is quiet and still in our church
es, But we are hoping and praying for an
outpouring of the Spirit this winter.
At

conveniently situated for conjointly employing
a minister.
Moultonborough & Tuftonborough chureh, situated at Melvin Village, has a
good pastor, Rev. W. Cutting. Revs. 8. P,
Fernald and 8, F. Bean, formerly efficient
ministers, are members of this church. They
have both reached the age of three score and
ten with impaired health, The 1st Ossipee
and Wakefield church needs a pastor. Rev.
J. M, Woodman is a member of this church,

town or village, still it numbers some 125
members, and their meetings are generally
well attended.
These brethren, like all others I have

z

Nova

mem-

SPECIAL
OFFER.~To any
one who subscribes now, and
sends us $1.75, we will send

FRENCH CREEK Q. M.—Held its last session”
with the Greenfield church, Sept 20, 21. The
most of the churches in the Q.
M. were represented by letters and delegates. Visiting

pas-

feet Jan. 1, and will be at liberty to settle with
a church by March 1.

ister, and but few meetings. By an energetic
effort it could support a minister. The 1st
Effingham church is supplied by Rev. Moses
Folsom, now in the 80th year of his age. He
can do little more than preach on the Sabbath.
Effingham Falls church is supplied by Noah

Crocket Bess immersed a candidate in the
presence of a good number of witnesses.
The services at 7.30 o'clock were conduct.

resigned the

torate of the church in Westford,

Three
Ei

@uarterly Pleetings.

:
P. W. PERRY, Scribe.

Rev. L. P. Bickford has

194

Bap-

Connecticut,

It now has 12 churches, and 575 memItis now especially deficient in active

ministers.

At 3.30 o'clock, all repaired to the water,
a distance of a mile or more, where Rev.

~

tists of New England,

ing the last forty years, From this, and other
causes, many of the churches have become
weak and inefficient. This Q. M. was organized in 1838. In 1885, it had six churches and
866 members. In 1845, the time of its greatest

At 11 o'clock,

preaching by Rev. Charles Suggs, and
2.80 o'clock preaching by the writer.

thies and material aid of all the Freewill

I=E54 New Yearly Subscribers.
Months Subscribers.

i

{

|

tion. Hence, we have no hesitancy in commending this church to the prayers, sympa-

in Belknap

of this section has decreased considerably dur-

evening about 7 o'clock. The business of
the church being disposed of, a sermon
was delivered by the writer, and the Lord's
Supper celebrated.
The following was the order of the services on Sabbath, as arranged by the pas-

tor, Rev. Ellis Dixon:

Alton

County, and Brookfield, Ossipee, Tuftonborough, Wakefield, Wolfborough, and a portion
of Effinghamin Carroll Co. The population

The chapel is a frame structure, located
in a deep pine

of
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duction by J. H. Vincent, D. D. 466 pp. $1.75 by
mail. Immense
spopulnr. A single agent has
acturally sold over 700 copies. Agents wanted.
1.8 B TREAT, Publisher, 805 Broadway, N.Y.
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plants which investigation has proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the
Liver and Biliary organs. For family use they are
and
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© Poetry.

sponded one day, * and have your prod-

MORNING

ing had been made

NOVEMBER 26, 1879.

STAR,

so popular

by this

|

“No; but
I know him very well bethe accompanying descriptive letter-text,
uce all distributed before I am out in the license businéss, I should be invited to cause I judge of him by his works.”
aresuch that they may be reproduced with
com-morning’
| take
a drink at every tenth step; and I
** You do; and please now draw near
parative ease. The Art Amateur is edited by
4
THE PIECE OF OLAY AND THE ROSE,
‘“ «Nota bit of it, not a bit of it,’ am afraid I bav'n’t strength enough just to this window,
ue Marks, ’ and is Published monthly at
and tell me what you ELSA: A Romance. By Rev. Alfred C.\ Hog- Montag
X
bin. Philadelphia: J. B, Lippincott & Oo, | No
cried he. ‘My son will deliver to my yet to withstand the temptation. So my observe from thence.”
BY ADELAIDE STOUT.
20
.
Eust 14th Street, N.Y, This is its first
12mo. pp. 413.
year, and we wish that it might find a patron
customers. I presume to say, Mrs. [law- dear wife and children make home a little
*
Why,
I
see
tle
sun
traveling
through
It
iS
an
age
of
story-reading, and the demand
I can not tell what witchery
age that would enable it to live and fulfill
léy, that should I ride down as far as heaven for me; that, with our newspa- the
its.
sky and co
its glories over one is met by a multitude of new books. Novels mission,
The child anear me drew,
Maine street in my market wagon, I pers, magazines and books, gives me no
:
o~
of the greatest countries in the world; abound. ‘‘Elsa” merits a place among the oth—
From any simple story
could not do another chore of work for a excuse to go out of it, and by prayer and
Lee & Shepard (Boston) publish in pamphlet
and
That every night seemed new,—
I behold
mighty river at my feet, ers, The name of the heroine gives the title to
month, if I did all Summer. Yet I can self-striving I trust I am daily growing in
the book, The scene opens in an Italian rail- form the centenniul discourse
and a vast range of woods, and see pasdelivered in
So in the purple twilight
work around here easy enough, day in that grace that keepeth from all sin.
way train as it approaches Munich. Elsa is Westhampton, Mass., Sept.
8, 1879, on the one
ture
grounds,
and
orchards
and
vineyards
I told the tale of eld
,
friendless
, in u strange city. She spends part
bundreth anniversary of the formation of
and day out, and gardening is my hobby
‘“ ¢There!’ said my friend, as the tea and cattle and sheep
the
Of piece of clay the wise man
feeding in green of the night in the streets, where a boy finds church in that town, by Rev,
and
delight.
It
agrees
with
me
to
garDorus Clark, D.
bell
rang,
is
not
that
quite
a
suggestive
"As something precious held.
fields, and many thatched cottages here her and, summoning aid, directs that she be D., of Boston. There is
much interesting his.
den, and I stay right here and garden.’
commentary upon the license law and and there.”
carried tohis own house, She issuddenly found torical matter in it aside from that relating sole:
The clay that answered softly
‘ I speculated not a little upon this worth more than a hundred dry speeches
‘And do you see anything to be ad- to be endowed with a magnificent voice, and ly to the church,
The questioner’s eager lip,
problem
: why this man, who appeared and volumes of statistics? »
And told of all the sweetness
mired in all this? Is there anything finds employment in thn Royal Theater, where
Tbe same publishers issue No, 7 of the
to be exceptionally strong and healthy,
And I bringingto mind the fruits of that
she soon becomes a recognized Prims Donna.
ReadDrawn from companionship.
But, to condense the long story of over four ing Club, a handy book full ofgood humorous,
who held the plow, swung the scythe, law in other localities, and deeply touch- pleasant, or lovely in all that is spread
?”
you
before
. With one bright dewy flower,
hundre:l pages, telling part of the sequel first, pathetic, patriotic, and dramatic selections for
wielded the rake, the spade, the hoe,
ed by the Major's experience withal,
reading or recitation. [50 cents, ]
The fragrance in. its heart
“Do you think that I want common Elsa proves to be an American, who, marryi
ng
climbed
to
the
tops
of
his
highest
applecould but reply in the affirmative.—
Ad- sense, or that I
Had since that sweet communion
an officer in the army, is hurried away on
have
lost
the
use of my
her
trees with his grafting-kit, all in right vocate and Guardian.
The Satur
‘
Made of the clay a part,
eyes, my friend,” said the gentleman, bridal morning to Florence, in Italy, to culti- tains “How day Magazine for Nov. 15, con=
stalwart fashion, should be unable to
Georgette Kept Tryst,” “Mozart s
vate her voice, while Capt. Earle, ber husband
"rere
iy
,
somewhat angrily, * that I should not be remains
But common clay in seeming,
ride even a short distance in any deseripin the service. After two years of Requiem and bis Genius,” “The Maid of Song,”
And but for that sweet flower
HUMOR IN THE FAMILY.
able to relish the charms of such a scene study,she becomes aware that
“A King in the Alps,” “The Panic in the Des.
tion of vehicle,
When I asked him, a
his interest in her
It had remained.
© dear one
Good
ert,”
humor
© A Remonstrance,” “Sub-Editing a Lon-is
rightly
reckoned
this
as
has
a
most
ceased.
At
1irst
she
is overwhelmed with
few days later, was he going down town
Learn so the subtle power
‘* Well, then,” said the baron, **if you sorrow,but, rising above her grief, she becomes don Newspaper,” “Natural History Notes,”
to see the Fourth of July procession, he valuable aid to happy home life. An
equally good and useful faculty is a sense are able w judge of my son's good char- interested in the care of a poor Italian girl who “Mrs, Radcliffe’s Sicilian Romance,” “Roses,”
Of those who draw anear thee—
replied nervously :
:
“Postal Cards,” “French Style,” “The Halfwill not disclose her name, and to whom
The playmate of a day
she
“ ‘No, no! Mrs. Hawley. I couldn't of humor, or the capacity to have a little acter by seeing his good works, how does gives her own, Alice Earle.
Tide Rock,” “A Reprobate Horse Converted,
May touch thy heart as sweetly
”
The
strange
r
girl
amuseme
nt along with the humdrum cares it happen that you form no judgment of sickens
“Facts.” [Boston: No, 11 Bremficld Street.
doit. Don’task me, The cherries and
and dies, is registered among the dead
. As dewy rose the clay;
and
work
of
life.
We
all know how it the goodness of God by witnessing such as Alice Earle, and Elsa sends the clothin
currants need picking, and I must devote
g,
Cowperthwait & Co. (Philadelphia) have fs
brightens up things generally to have a wonders of his handiwork as are
Then learn to choose friends wisely—
the day to them.
now be- murked with her mame, back fo her husband, sued a Special
I
presume
to
say,
Geography of the New EngThe dear ones who disclose
and commences a new life by seeking employlively, witty companion who sees the fore you? Let me never hear
you, my
should I undertake to ride down town
land States, which is prepared asa kind of supIn hearts all pure and simple
ment
Munich
at
.
ridiculou
s
points
of things, and who can good friend, say that you know not God,
with my wife in the phaeton, did I not go
plement to the New England Editions of WarThe fragrance of the Rose.
This brings us again to the opening of the
0-0-0
,
ren’s “Common School Geography” and his
farther than the Mansion House even, it turn an annoyance into an occasion for unless you would have me suppose that stery.
>
Robert Fleming, a young American
“Brief Course in Geography.” It is a creditable
would be the last of my gardening this laughter. It does a great deal better to you have not tid use of your senses.”
traveler, hears her sing, and meeting her often,
PERFECT THROUGH SUFFERING.
O--O
work, whether considered in point of mech anilaugh
over some domestic mishaps than
season!’
forms an attachment for her which she admits
There is no heart, however free and lightsome,
cal
execution of of geographical accuracy.
~
to
cry
THE
or
scold
SQUINT
over
-EYED PARTY.
them. Many homes
that she reciprocates but can not return. Capt.
‘Later in the Summer there was a
But has its bitterness;
and
lives
One
are
Eurle
dull
day
because
when
also
meets
George
they
her at an evening] party, after
are allowwas playing
Neo earthly hopes, however bright and blithegrand firemen's muster in the borough,
R. Worthington (750 Broadway, New York)
some,
and I suggested his walking to the cor- ed to become so deeply impressed with a near the gate of the lawn he heard a boy the fashion of stories, and urges her to return announces Aunt Charlotte's Nursery Book, a
with him
But ring of emptiness.
ner to witmessthe trial of the competing sense of the cares and . responsibilities of going from school ery out to another, another as his acknowledged wife. Meantime, holiday gift for young children. It is printed
woman, a former wife of Capt, Earle, on extra thick paper, with full page
life
‘No;
as
squint-e
not
to
illustra
recogni
ye
sha'n't go to our party.” travels through
ze its bright and esThe world is full of suffering and SOTTOwW,
machines, but he declined, ggoutly, sayEurope seeking her husband.
tions of unusual clearness of design and excelpecially
And
he
saw
its
mirthful
poor,
homely
side.
Of anguish and despai¥;
Tim Dunn, Robert Fleming meets her, and hearing her lence of executi
Into such a
ing:
;
on. The letter-press beginning
Its brightest promises are of to-morrow,
* ¢ What would become of my melon household, good but dull, the advent of a with his crooked eyes and freckled face, story, and not knowing the previous life of ‘with rhymes to impress the letters of the alphaIts mockeries everywhere.
witty,
Elsa,
crying
humorou
and
sobbing.
assists
s friend is like sunshine on
the deserted wife in finding her bet, and including simple stories
crops if I should incapacitate myself by
and poems, is
a cloudy day. While itis oppressive to
He put his little white hand through husband. Capt. Earle is enraged, and sends a calculated to afford the little folks a constant
Our weary hearts with slow and sad pulsa- taking that walk?
challeng
e
to
Fleming
,
which
fund
the latter, from
tion
of entertainment. It has a moral east
‘“ I laughed, quietly, to myself, in my hear persons constantly striving to say the fence, and said :
principle, does not accept, but shows he
which will make it specially appropriate for a
Beat to the march of years;
is not
witty or funny things, it is comfortable,
*‘
Here,
little
boy
;
you
may
have
ignorance
my
,
that
wanting
afternoon, when I saw
in physical courage hy giving the CapTheir days are given to toil without cessation,
Christmas gift, while its artistic merit will have
tain a thorough cowhiding when attacked by a happy influence
the Major (for that was my neighbor's seeing what a brightener a little mirth is, new whistle. Don't cry any more.”
Their gloomy nights to tears.
on the taste.
him.
A young Germdn, Paul Everhard, has
Then he ran into the house and asked :
well earned army title) running like a to make an effort to have some at. home.
But let us wait in patience and submission
The
Decembe
formed
r
Atlantic, which completes
the
friendship of Fleming. He has a
* Can't I have a squint-eyed party on
boy after a flock of unruly sheep that It is well to tarn off an impatient question
another volume of this excellent magazine,
The will of our great King—
sister
Lulu,
who
entertai
ns
an
sometim
affection
es,
the
and
for
lawn, mamma, so as to invite that
to regard it from a huhad broken into his cabbages, and I beRemembering this, all through ourearthly misFleming.
When she finds that it can not be opens with “Thirty-Seven Hundred and Fiftysions.
came more than ever convinced that the morous point of view, instead. of becom- poor speckled boy 7”
Eight,” a paper full of carious conjectures
returued, she receives the advances of Captain
in
Perfect through suffering.
Ofcourse his mamma laughed, and ske Earle. The brother becomes
man was a monomaniac upon the subject ing irritated about it.
indignant. and in regard to civilization. science, and religion.
.
‘Wife,
when
;
what
the
is the reason I can Hover said :
Christian era is twice as old as now.
true German style, sends the Captain a chalos
of stayjng at home.
THN gen fodlish opti cess thy repining;
“0, George dear, you are very kind; lenge. - Fleming is second, and in devotion to “Kansas Farmers and Illinois Dairymen’* pre.
** Ope
bright, bracing morning in the find a clean shirt?” exclaimed a good but
friend, without the latter's knowledge,stands sents some plain facts which will interest alt
Is only purifying and refining—
earl\ Auton, I wriggled through a thin rather impatient husband, after rummag- but 1 don’t think there is any other squint- ashis substitut
who think of migrating to Kansas or Illinois.
e. The duel is fought.
ing
Both are
all
through
The Alchemist is Love.
the wrong drawer. His eyed boy around here but little Tim.”
z
place
dangerously wounded. Fleming is cared for ‘Some of Us: A Southwestern Sketch” isacap-’
wife looked at him steadily for a moment,
*Oh, yes, mamma ; you forgot. There by his friend Paul, and, half conseiou
‘These tears and thrills of woe, these great | 8CT0Ss(to
s, aenuses-} ital description of some typical Southern chare
|
half
incline
?
afflictions,
d
to
be
provok
is
ed,
lame Sam, with such a thick sole on himself bitterly for baying caused the. death
wv:
then,
array o
with
a
!
of acters. Col. Waring contributes n useful paAre but tie chastening rod!
a fellow creature. This self-reproach and in- per on “The National Board of Health,” stathis shoe, and the boy that had his hand
ly had prep\red\to carry to the annual comical look, she said,
And they shall prove the heavenly benedic“I never could guess conundrums; I cut offin the hay-cutter, and—"
Ing what powers it has, what it has done and
tegrity of character inspire Paul to a
meeting of the Lounty Agricultural Sobelief in,
tions,
and a desire for, the Christian religion.
aims to do, and pointing out the injustice of
give
it
up.”
Then
he
‘“
Elsa
But
laughed,
they
are
and
not
they
*
squint-e
ciety,
which
yed,’” said goes to the Captain
yas to come off in our enThe mercies of our God.
sundry criticisms it has received.
, and by careful nursing he
Hon. W. A.
both laughed, and she went and got his his mother.
terprising borough that day.
is removed from danger. Then Lulu comes, Phillips, of Kansas, describes “Three Inter
‘What seemeth now a dark and dreary vision
shirt,
and
he
felt
*“
ashame
Well,
but it's in their feet and hands,
d of himself and |"
* « How proud you will be of your noviews with Jolin Brown.”
and she and Earle both demand Elsa to leave,
Clara Barnes MarUnto our tear-dimmed eyes,
ble and luxurious specimens, Major, and kissed her, and then she felt happy; and and that's just as bad, isn't it, mamma?” Richard Fleming sails for America;
Shall burst in glory into scenes Elysian,
and Elsa tin, under the title “The Greatest Novelist’s
so what might have be
| gives him the story of her life in a sealed pack- Wark for Freedom,” shows Turgenef’s noble
ke
dear d
child.
anen
occasion for asthe
with good reason, too,” I said.
A blooming Paradise.
‘I shall
age, to be read on shipboard.
record as a lover and champion of liberty.
unkind feelings and hard words became
George's
He returns by
brother
take
was
special
ten
years
pains
old,
and
to
see
with
what quiet
Then cease, O foolish heart, cease thy repinGeorge Washington Greene gives “Reministhe next steamer and finds her. She is asjust
the
contrar
thought
y,
all
he
through
knew
complacency you stand by and hear peoa great deal more than
the little
ing;
cences of George Grote,” the great historisn of
sured that the Captain was married previously
Hope! lift thy drooping wing;
ple praise your magnificent contribu- vein of humor that cropped out to the this little fellow.
3 to his marriage with her, which
Greece
Richard Grant White treats of “Engwas, in fact,
surface.
The plan is one of God’s all-wise designing,—
‘ Ha, ha! George thinks Sam is squint- ne marriage, which therefor
;
lish Manners.” ‘An anonymous paper of no littions.’
:
epi
e leaves her at libPerfect through suffering.
Some children have a peculiar faculty eyed in his foot, and little Tom in his erty, and she and Robert are married
tle interest is **The Man who was to have As‘“ © Oh, I shall not be at the fair at all,’
sud hapsussinated Napoleon.” The Contributor's Club
for giving a humorgus turn to things when hand.”
by.
.
abruptly replied my queer neighbor.
«I
they are reproved. It is just as well . But the mother said :
We have thus briefly outlined the story. is even brighter than usual, and the reviews of
wouldn’t run the risk of not being able
new books are full, as usual. The Atlantic
often-times to laugh things off as to scold
“I know what George means. He There are characters in it that can be profita- Monthly
to finish up gathering my crops and of
for 1880, promises to be better than
bly
studied.
them off. Laughter is better-than tears. pities such boys and wants to make them
Earle, the Bohemian, void of
ever—having serial stories by Mr. Howells,
| getting my garden cleared up ‘ready for
Mr.
principle
,
and
trifling
with
that
holiest
Let
of
earthus havea little more of it at home.— happy. . He shall have the tent pitched on
James, and Mr. Aldrich, and all its other deTHE BRAVE MAJOR.
another Spring on any account.’
ly things, a woman’s affection ; Lulu, undigniLuthera
n.
partment
the
s
lawn
equally
and
have the poor boys here, fied, silly and devoid
well filled. Boston : Hough
My friend, Mrs. Hawley, and I went
of almost every womanly
‘ Ilooked up at the great, strong, sunton, Osgood & Co.
and I will help him to make them happy.
over a good deal of ground in our Sumquality; Elsa, a woman of character, self-deniburnt, robust
farmer
and
handsome.
His party wil
be l
mer afternoon chat as we sat, embroidlike the one we read of al and courage, and whose testimony for truth
LITERARY NOTES.
THE BARON'S SON.
major with such open-eyed and openJames Anthony Froude is preparing a paper
in the Bible, to which the halt, and the and fidelity to Christian principle may be profery in hand, on the breezy piazza of the
In
that
beautiful
part
of Germany which
mouthed wonder now that he laughed
itably imitated ;—sn acquaintance with such on Romanism and the Irish Race in America. to
Pequot House.
borders on the Rhine, there is a noble maimed, and the blind were invited. Go, people
appear in the December number of the North
outright, and for a moment his cheery,
can hardly harm a personfor
,
¢¢ Apropos to the subject which came up
castle which, as you travel on the western William, pitch the tent and then ask ‘those that are bad is made so revolting the bad in American Review.
as
to
helpful
repel
wife,
dutifal
son,
and
pretty,
these
in- bank of the river, you
boys to George's party.”— The one, while the good in
among the gentlemen at the breakfast
those thut show the very
may see lifting its
The Art Student’s Leugue, at 108 Fifth AvWatchman.
table this morning, and the stand I alone dustrious daughter laughed with him; ancient towers on the
essence of goodness under the most trying cirenue, N. Y., is maintained by the young artists
opposite
side
above
then
the
Major
said,
hdl J gu so o
gravely enough :
cumstances, wins admiration and respect. and students of New York, for the
took upon it,” she said to me, one perfect
the grove of trees which are about as old
purpose of
There are other characters which of themselves,
“ ¢1like you, Mrs. Hawley, for you as itself.
securing the advantages of a thorough academic
July day, “I must tell you a bit of
ROMANO
E
IN
REAL
LIFE.
About forty years ago there
my Rocky Harbor experience last sea. have a discreet, kindly tongue, and are lived in that
‘‘ An Italian correspondent announces are as worthy of study as the leading ones we course of study in art, and giving to the student
castle a noble gentleman,
have mentioned. Pastor Hart is a delinea- the opportunity of drawing from
no gossip. Although you have been puzthe antique,
son :
that
Miss Dudu Fletcher, the only daugh- tion
whom we shall simply call the baron.
of too many ministers in the German and drawing, painting and modeling from
the
zled
for a long time you have evidently
“ When we moved into that bustling
ter
of
the
Rev.
J.
C.
Fletcher
,
the
well
church, and elsewhere, who love beer and living model, every day in the week,
The baron had an only son, who was not
morning,
little borough I was quite delicate in made no inquiries outside in regard to only a comfort
well known author of some useful publi- pleasure better than seeking the salvatio
n of afterndon and evening, for eight months in the
to his father, but a blesssouls. But this suggests one of the redeeming
health, and my physician, under whose the queer malady which keeps me a vol- ing to all who
year, together with instruction in artistic anatlived on his father’s land. cations about Brazil, is to be married at characteristics
of the story. There are evil omy, perspective and composition. The
care
I had been for some time, advised untary and very happy prisoner within
memIt happened on a certain occasion that Rome in the course of ‘the present month characters
described, but they are treated
bership of the League is limited to artists and
. #.me to work in my, garden, not only" for my own grounds. So, now, I am going this young man being
from home, there to Lord Wentworth, the oldest surviving such a manner as to make them repulsive,in students—Iladies and gentlemen—who
the muscular exercise,.but for the benetit to tell you briefly the whole story.
| came a French gentleman to see the old son and heir of the Earl of Lovelace, and Sometimes u wicked man or woman is shown in make art a profession; but the classes intend to
are open
to be derived from the pure air, and the
the only surviving grandson of Lord By- so brilliant a light that the reader
“<A few years ago, when I was in. baron. As soon as this
to all who have attained the required standard
gentleman came
is uncon
health-giving odor of the fresh, mellow business in the village, this town voted into the castle,-he
ron.
Miss
sciously
Fletcher'
s
admirin
mother,
g
in
not
a
drawing,
lady
only
the person, but the
of
The dues are fixed at a rate just
began to talk of his
earth. I faithfully followed this new and for license, and thus, in a measure, made Heavenly Father in
sharpness by which the wickedness eludes de- sufficient to defray the actual cost
of maintainterms that chilled the rare intellectual gifts, was the daughter tection.
One can hardly judge of a novel as
sensible prescription, and enjoyed it im- tippling respectable—for a license law old man’s blood,
ing the several classes.
on which the baron re- of one of the most distinguished ministers one would judge
a work on moral ethics. But
mensely ; so much so indeed that it was always does throw a garb of quasi re- proved him, saying,
The publication of A Fool's Errand has
*‘ Are you not afraid of Geneva, in Switzerland, and Miss estimating “Elsa” in comparison with others
been deferred to” November 15th, in order
not long before I employed nearly all my spectability about rum-drinking as
to well of offending God, who reigns above: by Fletcher herself has won a name by her of the class to which it belongs, we may safely
prepare a larger edition for the lively deman
waking hours among my flower and veg- as rum-selling. I wasby no means the speaking in such a
romance of * Kismet.” Lord Wentworth’s say that it teaches many
d.
manner?”
good and wholesome
It is a novel, giving vivid pictures of the South
etable beds.
only one among the business men who
The gentleman said he knew nothing older brother, Viscount Ockham, was a lessons. If there are objectionable features in as it is. The publishers, Fords,
Howard &
“I soon became much interested in the took up the habit of slipping into the about God, for
it,
very eccentric and original person, who
they will not harm the person who does not
Hulbert, of New York, also announce that R..
he had never seen him.
select
them
movements of my nearest neighbor—a clean, neatly-furnished ¢ lunch-rooms,”
as
the
standard
disappea
red
of
from
his own con- W. RAYMOND'S new book for the young
London and passed a
. The baron did not notice at this time
folks
duct.
stout, middle-aged man with a clear cut, that straightway confronted us at every what the gentlem
is to be called ‘The
Merry-go-round,” and
an said, but the next long time as a working carpenter at Dept—
that
intelligent face who was always busy in turn, and taking a social glass with this morning took occasion
it contains some of the very brightest and
ford, where he died in 1862, Lord Wentfirst to show a
KEEPING : Selected from the Congre- most ingenious of this favorite story-t
his large garden and meadow which join- friend and that acquaintance. For my beautiful picture
worth succeeded him in the peerage of WorTH
ellers
{ationalishand Boston Recorder. Boston : tales.
which hung on the wall.
It will soon be ready. “ Camp and
ed our own small grounds. He in turn own part I kept up this sort of pastime
+ L. Greene & Co.
12mo. Pp. 820.°
‘‘ My son drew that picture,” suid the ‘Wentworth as the representative of their
Cabin”
isthe
title of another of Mr. Raymond’s
This is such a book as might be compile
mother, Lady Byron, who became Lady
regardedme at my work with a kindly until ¢ crooking the elbow” came to be baron.
d
books now in preparation by the same house~from
any
one
of
the
few
best
Wentwort
curiosity that soon grew from a mere my principal business;
religio
fi
us
and
papers,
a
peeress
in
her own
of course my
a snug little volume, filled with sketches
* Then your son is a very clever man,”
of life
right in 1860 as the heiress of the Mil- by one who had the ability to select, skillfully, and travel in the West. Mr;
bowing recognition into a ‘speaking ac- store went to the dogs. During. those replied the gentleman.
Raymond's ten. The chances are that such a book would prebankes.
quaintance.
Lord Wentworth, who was born
years as United States Mining Commissioner,
dark days, at about the time when I was
Then the baron went with the visitor
sent an agreeable variety
‘‘ One morning, as we stood talking nearly at the foot of the hill, and after
in 1839, was married ten years ago to wholesome reading. That of stimulating and gave him free range among peaks and canyons, .
I into the garden and showed him many
is eminently true of valleys,
and “slopes,” from the Rocky Mountover the low hedge which was the bound- had had a number of strong and unmis- beautiful plants.
Miss Heriot of Berwick, who died in the volume before us. The aim seems to have
ins to the Pacific, and his keen eye and
ary line between our garden plots, I ask- takable premonitions of delirium trebeen
witty
fo
include in the volume only those
him one child, a daughter.
* Who has the ordering of the garden ?” 1878, leaving
pen have made brilliant use of this opportusketche
s,
essays
ed him where I could procure some early mens, I was converted, I trust, at a said the gentlema
and
poems
His
only
that
sister,
particu
now Lady Anne Blunt, is
larly
n.
attracted attention at the time of their first ap- nity.
tomato plants that I wanted to set as soon prayer-meeting which wy good
*“ My son,” replied the baron; “he well known a8 the author of a charming pearance, and which
wife
Messrs, Estes & Lauria, of Boston, publish
would be quite worth preas possible.
= coaxed me into one night when she had knows every plant, I may say, from the book of travels in the east. Their father, serving in a more perman
this full, an authorized translation of M. Maxent form than that of
* “1 can supply you, madam,’ he repli- come to the village’ afier ‘me and ‘found cedar of Lebanon
the Earl of Lovelace, now in his seventy- the weekly paper. Those
ime Lalanne’s “Treatise on Etching”? Accordto the hyssop on the
who are familiar
ing to Mr. Hamerton’s dictum, M, Lalunne
~ ed with his usual grave dignity. *Per- me in one of those licensed hells. Well, ‘wall.”
fifth year, has been a widower since the with the Congregationalist will know
is that an the best French
etcher of the present day, and
haps you do not know that while you run it was made very plain to me, I think, ~ “Indeed,”
excellent book might thus be made, and
1852.
in
daughte
Byron's
of
death
r
those
said the gentleman,

Fiterary Rebieho,
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your garden for pleasure,I run mine for that I could have Divine help if I would

profit.
store

I used to keep a large
in the village,

retail

but it didn’t

agree w th me. T wasn'tfit to be down

help myself,

Ithen and

there

put

think very highly of him soon.”

my

foot right down, gave a ‘wiledictory ad-

** I shall

The baron took him into the village, and

showed him a small, neat cottage, where

Ob

NO SMOKER NEED APPLY.

I was sitting in’ the office of 8 merchant

dress the next evening
to my companions his son had established a school, and not long since, when a lad about sixteen
over an oyster roast (with no. liquor for -where he .caused.all the poor children who entered with a cigar in his mouth, He
me) in the private dining-room of ‘ohe of had lost their pave 18.to ) be received and said to the gentleman :
bv
those lunch establishments, the next’ day nourished at hiso vi 6xpense.
“1 would like
to get a situation in your
sold out my stock of goods, paying my

| The children in this ‘house looked so

shop, to learn the trade, sir.”

debts, dollar for dollar, and immediately happy and innocent that the Frenchman B| * I might give you a place,
but yon
took refage upon this little farm. 1 paid was very much pleased, and when he re-| carry a very bad recommenda
tion in your

no heedto the taunts of * the Major's turned to the casthele
said to the baron: | mouth,” said the gentleman,
weak brain and weak stomach," ete.; and | ** What a happy
* I didn’t thinkit any harm to smoke,
man you are to have

Ani now,Mrs.Hawley, the bappidst

man in
Rocky Harbor.
While I sia { here at|
| home I have no appetite
for Mic gor, but I

| suc
ah
good son.”
‘Hodowyou know "1 I

| this year of my probation, go down town

know that he must be both clever and working as apprentice ; and if you have

| am a very social man and should I durine

Cw PT bubpins you are early astir,’I re-

son

m

;

| 8ir; nearly everybody smokes now,”

have

a good “I am sorryto say, my young friend,
Toan't ein ploy you." If you have money

‘+s Because I have seen his works, and I enough to smoke cigars,you will be above

where a licensed lunch-room, hotel, drug- ‘good if he has done all you have shown notmoney, your love for cigars might
store, grocery and bakery even, would me.”
make you steal it. No boy who smokes
cigars can
t employment in my shop.”
greet me ut every turn, and where treat‘‘ But you have never seen him.”
»

—Children's Paper.

who are not familiar with it need only
to read
the book to convince themselves that
such a

book has really been made,

-

I

The Art Amateur is a publication that may
be of great help to the cultivation of artTn
the
household. That is the design of the publication, and in pursuance of it esch number
contains both descriptions and illustrations that
may do the student an excellent service,
The
November number contains a. portrait and hi
ographical sketch of Meissonier, the Frpnch
artist, who has made himself
n the use
of the Dutch style, and other editorial mat.
ter, besides well-filled departments under the
“Art Gallery,” “Furhiture and Decoration,”

“Art Needlework,” “Industrial Art,” “The

Musical Amateur,” notices of Art publ ications,
COrrASNNNOeis

his treatise on his favorite artis eertainly the
brightest and clearest exposition

ever written

the French edition.

The translation will be

made by Mr, 8. R. Koehler, who will also add

an introductory

ments of etching,

chapter on the simplest -ele-

for the benefit of amateurs,

who may prefer to overcome the first technical
difficulties before plunging in medias res with
M. Lalanne.
.

inlaid with ivory.

Bible Gallery, a handsome

designs, along with

-

quatto volume, .

containing one hundred of the choicest of Gus~
fave

These

.

The Fine Art Publishing Company (67 Park
Place, New York), announce The
Dore
Doren:

RUIONHE

ae
DiDie,
and @%
ing matters of art. Accompanying this num- page of
explanatory letter-press facing each
ber are several floral designs for crewel work,’ engraving, together
wit
a portrait
h
of the ar-

or painting on silk, a plate design for painti
ng
on china, and a design for imitation of ebony

|

of the processes involved in it. The book is illustrated by ten plates, etchad by M. Lalanne,
‘which will be coveted, for their own sake,
by
all lovers of the art. The plates for the Amer{can edition have been printed in Paris, so that
they will be equal, in every respect, to those in .

tist.

Us

It will make a beautiful gift-book, for

Doré bas exhibited the most powerful phases
of his genius in illustrating Bible scenes.
j

|
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very

carefully winnow the great mass of Sab- | too ! much advertising of such views,—to
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:
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All this being true, what goes to make
up this family training is a question of
Itis one which parents
vital interest.
and teachers should deem of sufficient
importance to manifest an aclive interest
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be prepared to do, something about it
And in
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ever
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not
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school
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Indifferpresent and pressing question?
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FAMILY BALSAM

instant interference, and

The entire outcome of God in Nature

ton.

we must take into fellowship. or we have no
fellowship with the God who is behind the

The colored people’s industrial exposition at
Raleigh, N. C., closed on Friday, after a successful run. The affair was the first of the
kind in the history of the country,under the entire control of the colored people.

outcome.
Adopting this principle, and standing here in
my solitude and listening to the best modern
thought, to what results must I come?
7.

One of the laws of Nature

is the

Among Gen. Hooker’s effects, is a large picture of the battle of Lookout Mountain, for
which he paid $25,000.
:

ascent

of life.

The Detroit News estimates the estate of the
late Senator Chandler at not exceeding $1,800,
000.
It consists of twelve stores
and a fine
residence in Detroit, a fine residence in Washington, an extensive furm near Lansing, a
QUAIRity of pine lands and $100,000 in bank

From matter in the clod up to the human
brain, the manifestation of life has been lifted
through various grades
of organization....
Prof. Dana, Hugh Miller, ‘all reverend geolo-

_ gists teach us that in each geological age

there

stock.

‘was a premonition of a higher age to come,
and that long before man appeared, certain

parts of animals preceding

him

Through the exertions of several friends of
Bowdoin College, President Chamberlain has

predicted his

perfect frame:

8.

Another law of Nature is the

rence of the reign

of

once

succeeded in obtaining the valuable library of

non-recur-

outgrown

the late Caleb Cushing.
It consists of a collection-of excellent books on subjects of political economy, science of govermnent, international law, éte. The library will bu placed in

lower

forms of life.

9. Another

is the individualization of life

the senior recitation room, and can be consulted by those whose studies embrace these subJeots,

in higher aad higher forms.
We do not find in past

geological

multitudes of organizations have

ages

that

been created

with powers vastly differing from those of
their ancestors; but that some individual difierentiated by a happy environment, if you
choose to employ scientific language, has been

the commencement of a new era.

With

supe-

rior endowments given him under the law of
the survival of the fittest, in which I believe,
in certain of its applications, yet not in its ma-

terialtic sense, this individual

becomes

the

founder of a new era of life....
10. Under this law of the ascent of life,

:
and

the other law of the individualization
higher forms, conscience
ed.

in

man

of life in

has appear;

11. Under these two laws of the ascent of
life and the individualization of life in higher
and higher forms, not only has conscience in
man appeared, but the Christ in history has
also appeared.
:
12, The human nature of Christ, may there-

fore, so far forth as it is human, be considered

the outcome of the law of the ascent of life, and
of the individualization of life in higher and
higher forms.
=

~ 13. The Incarnation
Creation.

is the culmination of

That thought is not altogether familiar to
American theology, but I think it entirely barmonious with the Holy Scriptures: it is certain-

ly very familiar to German theology, and I
believe the time has come for emphasizing the
great truth....Hugh Miller, in a passage of
great eloquence and
suggestiveness brings to
the front, in geology itself, the thought which
many German scholars place in the foreground
of theology :
In the history of the

earth which

we

inhabit,

molluses, fishes, reptiles, mammals, had each 1n
succession their periods of vast duration; and

then the human period
began—the period of a fel.
low worker with God, created in
’s own image. What is to be the next advance? Is there to
be merely a repetition of the past?—an introduction
a second time of man made in the image of God?
No. The geologist, in those tables of stone which
form his records, finds no example of dynasties
once passed away
n returning. There has
Leen no repetition of the dynasty of the fish, of
the reptile, of the mammal. The dynasty of the
future is to have glorified man for ils inhabitant;
but it is to be the dynasty—‘the kingdom’—not of
glorified man

made

in

image

of God,

but

of

God himselfin the form of man. In the doctrine
of the two conjoined natures, human and Diyine,

he
8 to

So . ite thet 5 of Him inIn
pec
‘whom the natures are
united, we find that required pi
ssion beyond which pr
88 can not
go.
We find the pointof elevation never to be
exceeded meetly coincident with the final
period
- neverto be terminated,—the infinite in hight harmoniously associated with the eternal in duration.
Creation and the Creator meet at one point. and
in one person. The long ascending line from
dead matter to man has Veen a. progress (od.
wards,~
not an. asymptotical
progress,
bu
$tined from the
nning to Arnish a
point of
union ; and occupying that point as true God and
true man,~as Creator and created,—we recognize
the adorable Monarch of all the future!”
To my sweet, surprising friends, who
liberalism is little more

than

good

think

literature,

and that good literature must be good liberalism, I would that a stern use of the scientific

method might communicate earnestness ready
to go to the depthsof modern philosophy and
find in Nature its
)
outcomes, and
ask
communion with this, Until you are in that

attitude, you

are not loyal fo the

scientific

method, and not abreast of modern thought.
14. With this ascendin,
movement
of
Nature, I must keep stepif I am to have

fellowship with God in Nature.
This

phrase, almost

ture,—fellowship with

the

God

cant of litera-

in Nature, poetic

aspiration, has, when fathomed, a signification

which blanchbes the cheeks!
15.

By

16.

If it includes all that is, it includes what

some

definitions,

Nature

17.

In the very Nature of things, I can

¢ all that is” (Prof. Huxley’s “ Hume”).

includes

science calls the Nature of Things.
have peace with conscience,

not

the highest out-

come or development in man, nor with the
Christ, the highest out-come or development
in history, until I love what they love and
hate what they hate,

18.

The Nature of things is revealed

by the

highest in Nature, that is by conscience, and
by the Christ, and the law of the ascent of life.
19, In the very Nature of things I can not

have peace in a universe managed

as it ought

to be.mtil I am free from the love of what

ought not to be.
The weightiest word in the universe, except

God’s own name, is this single syllable ought,
and the weight of the latter comes from the

presence in it of the former.
a
20. In the Nature of things I can not be at

peace until I am free from
sin and the
guilt of sin.
In

both the love of

started for Washing-

of this phrase?

¢ interpretation

‘the mere

:
may be ily

ye No

of

sur-

communion

e touchesof him

tur after

sll. Thomas

agitators

him

was

thé

by

on the health and growth of early childhood.—
—@olden Era.
:

There remains unsurveyed about 1,081,000,000
acres of public lands.
Stock
cattle are selling at $6 per head in
Bosque County, Texas.
Thousands of orange trees are dying in Flori
da from some unknown blight.
Asparagus has been a common and favorite
vegetable for more than two thousand years.
French fishermen catch more fish in the Iceland
seas than the Icelanders themselves.

Between Jan. 1 and Nov. 1 there were

exported

from New York 31,926 live beeves and 232,087
‘quarters of beef.
Flower farming is about to be introduced in
Santa Barbara and also in Alvarado County, Cal.,
for the extraction of scents.
California is prolific in flowers above all other growths.
The President of the California State Vinicult
ural Society has reported 60,000 acres covered with
vineyards, numbering 45,000,000 vines, and representing, with the land, a capital of $30,000,000.

The
erst, Mass., experiment of raising the
early am
cane for syrup shows an average
product of 160 gallons per acre, though some
pieces have yielded as high as 236 gallons per
acre.
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had placed in his hands by
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the formula of a simple
the speedy and permanent
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loss of
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is reported to haye been very heavy, and
the approaching battle will probably be * a saninary one.——Mrs. Charles Dickens, widow
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makes hard water soft. Every woman in
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land should test its wonderful utility in
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Laundry and for House-cleaning.
:
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two years, showing the surprising efficacy,
value and success of this Familine Balsam.
For its quick and sure healing properties, it
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inflammation, no medicine has
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or Ivy, Stings of

Insects,Chapped Hands, Lips,
Ringworms,
Salt Rheum,
Tetter, Pimples, Itching,
Dry Scaly Eruptions of
the skin, Old Sores, Scald
Head,Outward Humors
of any kind, Hemorrhoids, Piles, Numb-«
ness, Worms, Ague
in the Face, Earache,Hoarseness,
Sore
Throat,
Coughs, Croup.
every
This Family Balsam Familine surpasses any and
Nervous Debility
all other known remedies recommended for such
and Weakness,
complaints.
In each package will be found a
result of Indis.
pamphlet containing
a short treatise on all the’
complaints for whi:
this Balsam is recommend, |
overw
ol
ed, with full and simple directions how
to use
BEFORE TAKING. brain and nerv-AFTER TAKING.
the Balsam for each complaint.
?
ous system ; is perfectly harmless, acts like magic,
“and has been extensively used
for over
ears with
success,
&¥Full particulars
n our pamphlet, which we desire to send free by
mail
to every
one.
g3-The Specific: Medicine is
Fifly-cent size contains three times the quantity
sold by all ruggists at $1 per package, or six
of twenty-five-cent size.
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illustrated;

be n the means, in the

rovidence of God, of saving many valuable lives.
Fhe book is invaluable to'persons suffering with any
disease of the Nose,
» Or Lungs.
Send’
name, with P. 0. Address and six cents to A cost of
mailing to Dr. N. B. WOLFE, Cincinnati,
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JUST READY FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
JOHNNY'S
DISCOVERIES,
By
ApaM
STWIN.
Illustrated.
‘Three
vols. Quarto,
Chromo board covers, 60 cents each.
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Four
Three volumes.

$100

FREE GIFT] 2A:

76 East Ninth St.,
NEW YORK.

Chromo board cover, 75 cents each.
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hundred illustrations.

in 2 minutes.
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CAUTION .—We are stopping all infringements
upon our patents, and have sued W. W. Bostwick
and Farmers’ Manufacturing Co. for making machines like ours.
We have also sued W. H.
Clark, of Star City, Ind,, for using and selling said

& MAIN, Publishers.
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Sa

can Zaw as much in the old way, as one man:
can with this machine, Circulars sent free..
W. Girgs, 741 W2 Lake St., Chicago, TH,
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at Christmas Time, should examine the

73 Randolph Street,
CHICAGO.
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CHRISTMAS
SERVICE
- No. 2.
BY DR. J. H. VINCENT:
Sent on receipt
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Our latest improved sawing machine cuts:

DOUBLE
THE USUAL QUANTITY,
At the old price, $4 per 100, by Mail.

Quarto.

XY &

CO,

. Water Wonders.
- On Four Feet.

Lg

\ Philadelphia,
Pa.

Winged Wonders.

Good books for home kindergarten teachers.
CHRISTMAS PIE.
By ELLA M. BAKER. II
lustrated with six drawings by Miss Lathbury.
Large 16mo.

Extra c¢'oth binding, $1.50.

!

A most delightful story-book for grown.up girls.
Boston: D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers.

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
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A Snort Service for the Sunday School,
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Cough, and all Lung dis-Jj

BY DR. J. H, VINCENT.
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International
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Study,

this Elixir,

with Voices, Banners, Songs, Chants, Responses
and Recitations,
Brilliant, strong, popular and
instructive.

was

cured

You can try it for the price
of one doctor's visit.
For sale everywhere.

Every Sunday School in the land should use this
useful and entertaining Review Service. It is also
valuable as a memento of the introduction of the
uniform Lesson system.
5
SN

Priee by Mail, 10 cts.; $7.50 per 100 copies,
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76 East Ninth Street, New
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Muscles, Spinal Affections, White

Boston Produce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday, November 22.
FLOUR. In prices very little change has taken
place since our last, ana quotations are for the
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part nominal, as round lots could not be
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. W. SHERAR, 149 Powers’ Block,
Rochester,
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Prints cards labels &e. (Self-inker $5)

thorough cure for such complaints as

this motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will send free to all who desire it, this recipe, in German, French, or English, with full di-

a

Indiana, is now, as it, has been for 75 years, the
roost of millions of pigeons. They fly in the morning

for

This balsam takes the place of“salves, ointments and liniments. It has been tried during the past two years, every one using saying,

and

Actuated

good

which is a positive

Ling Affections, also a
sitive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,’
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands ef cases, has felt it his duty

is

FAMILINE is recommended,
but
pounded
together they make

from practice, having
an East India missionvegetable remedy for
cure for Consumption

RLINE

FOR EXTERNAL
AND INTERNAL USE.

|

great

Price only 36 cts.

‘Wilbor's Compound of Pure Cod-Liver
contribute to infunt growth. It has fat, sugar,
OIL AND LIME. The advantage of this compound
casein, and several salts dissolved in water,
and so supplies the means of forming
bones, '| over the plain oil is,that the nauseating taste of the
flesh, brain and every other tissue.
ugar is oil is entirely removed, and the whole rendered
more needed in the earliest days of infancy
entirely palatable. The offensive taste of the oil
than atany later period of life. Casein isin less
has long acted as a great objection to its use; but
in this form the trouble is entirely obviated. A
abundance at the outset. Ifwe wish to select
host
of certificates mightbe given here to testify
a food peculiarly fitted for any given children
to the excellence and success of * Wilbor's Cod
we must consider their special individual
Oil and Lime;” but the fact that it is regtlar.
wants. Ii isa science well worth the mother's RLiver
prescribed by the medical faculty
is sufficient.
study to know exactly what each child needs.
or sale by A. B. WILBOR, Cnemist,
Boston, and
She wishes to make her weak child look
by all druggists.
plump and strong.
:
The health of youth depends very much upConsumption Cured.

-Anflammation.

™ aa

be destroyed
Balsam,

and

TE 3

can

Botanic

Rupture.

Rewspsper writer, and was married to

In

The seed of consumption
the use of Adamson’s

remedy for coughs and colds.

Pain

Junction Railroad for export and distribution in
neizhboring markets. The sales of Wisconsin and
Minnesota spring wheat Patents have been at
continues to be the chief topic of interest in
$750
@ $8 75 ¥ bul, and
a few favorite brands are
London and throughout Ireland. An indignaheld for an advance or the latter rate. Winter
tion meeting was
held in Dublin Friday even.
The staple fisheries of Prince Edward’s island
wheat Patents bave been selling at $725 @ $875 ¢
ing, at which Mr. Parnell made a speech con- have been unusually productive this season. The bbl, but quiet, St. Lows winter wheats range
from $7 ¢
Illinois and Indiana at $ I]
demning the government’s action, but connselcatch amounts to $1,402,501, against $840,344 last | $238; Sud 8750;
Onie and Michigan at$6 15 3
7% $
ling moderation on the part of Irishmen.
year.
During the past season 5100 men and 500
.
esota straight
extras range
from
e
£750, with favorite bakers brands held at the latAccording to the late adv ices from Yokohagirls were employed in the lobster tactories.
ter rate, Wisconsin extras range irom $575 @
ma, upwards of ninety thousand deaths from
In all cases where insects of any kind infest trees
$6 25 ¥ bbl; Western common extras $550 @
cholera bave already occurred in various parts
a good drenching of water, with one pound of and Western mygeriine at $5 @ $525 ¥ bbl,
CORN MEAL.
of Japan.
2
Demand moderate, with sales at
potash to eight gallons. of water, two or three
$270
@ $2 80 ¥ bbl.
County Clerk Louis G. Bernard brought suit ‘weeks, will kill the last one. The same amount of
RYE FLOUR. The sales have becn in small lots
copperas dissolved in eight gallons of water and at $525 @ $5 75 ¥ bbl.
;
against the Cincinnati
Gazette for $50,000
applied in the same way will dispel all insects
OAT
MEAL. ‘There is a steady demand for Oat
damages, alleged to have been sustained by a
Mcal and the sales have been at $6 W 3 $7 ¥ LbI
and have a tendency to make the treé hardy.
false, malicious and defamatory libel publishfor good and choice.
ed in the defendant’s newspaper.
CORN. The market for Corn remains about the
The wheat crop of Illinois this year, according
-same,
with moderate
&
demaod. The sales of oid
~On the 30th of June last” there were 242,755 r to figures received by the State Board of agricult- mixed and yellow bave been at 63 @ 6c # bu; and
ure, amounts
to
42,041,252
bushel,
an
average
new
fiom
60
¥
63¢c
¥
bu.
persons receiving pensions from the United
of 19 2-3 busbels per acre, and valued at $37,266,
OATS. The market for Oats is steady and frm.
States goveriiment, and the aggregate amount
sales of No 1 and extra white have been at
757, or an average of 88 cents per bushel
in the The
paid to all pensioners was $25,493,742,15.
The
473 @ 50c; No 2 white at 46); @ 47c; and No 3
producers’ hands. It is the largest and most valua- white and No 2 urixed at 48 @ 443¢¢ ¥ bu.
actual annual payments, however, exceed this
sum by several million dollars.
ble wheat crop ever raised in the State. The land
RYE. The market is quiet and the sales have
‘been small at yc ¥ bu. The supply is abundant
sown to wheat was 2,137,063 acres.
and prices are easing off,
FEED. There is a dull feeling for all kinds of
By the labors of the Fish Commission during
Washington News. ,
Feed.
We quote Shorts §16 50
$17; Fine Feed
A Washington special to the Boston 4dver-. the past two years two valuable food fishes “have | -at-$17-@ $1750; and Midaligs at@ $18.
« $20 ¥ ton.
“been added to the Jist of salt-water fish usually
BUTTER. - The market has been very quiet since
tiser, of Monday, speaks of the policy of the
in the markets of the Atlantic cities. These are
our last and coucessions hive been necessary in
. Democrats in the next Congress, as follows :
order to effect sales. . Holders, as a rule, are not
the pole-flounder and the tile-fish. The floundforcing trade, but there are more sellers than a
The talk among those democrat members of er is destined
to be of great importance, from
week or two ago, and it is generally admitted that
Congress who have arrived here is sufficient to its abundance
and
its
fine
qualities
for food. ~The the extreme views of shippers can not be realized.
show what subjects are to receive early attenWe quote fine full lots of Franklin County, Vertion at the coming session. There will be a tile-fish resembles the cod in some particulars,
mont, at 33 @ 35c ¥ 1b. Occasional fancy lots of
and
is
abundant.—
Harper's
Weekly.
strong effort fromx the first, to keep the hotOctober might go higherbut it is not saie to exA hog-scraping machine which has just been
headed ones still. While the policy of restraint
pect more than 33¢ for n.ost of the jall make now
was regarded as very necessary before the close
tested in Chicago worked very satisfactorily. A
coming forward. ‘The best fall lots of New York
can
noi be quoted over 33¢, and they must be ly
of the extra session, it seems to be considered
hog was killed, placed in the machine, and aluwice to bring that,
For straight dairies with fallg
as vital now. It will be difficalt for the lead- most in an instant came out
with
only
a
ends
few
30c is an extreme price, and most of the sales
odd
ers to maintain silence, as is admitted by all
hairs
have
on
been
hishead
at
28
@
and
209c
legs.
¢ Bb. Fair to good have
Seven
hogs
were
here, in view of the fact that the republicans
been selling at 25° @ 27c ¥ B. Strietly choice dairy
passed through the machine in fifty-seven secwill have abundant opportunities to recall the
Dacked Western hold up pretty well at 28 @ 3c ¢
onds, and each came out as hairless as could be
threats of the extra session and its blunders,
, but there is not much coming in that will brin
desired. With a few improvements, the machine
but if there is discipline enough in the party,
over2sc. Cnoice ladle packed has been selling at 2
is expected A neh off 6000 hogs in ten hours.
@%ic ¥ Ib, and some is held higher, but at the close
moderate speech will be maintained.
There
1t is hard Lo make sales at over 27¢. Common
Foul air may
are, however, republican provocations in store
to
expelled from a well by heatgood is quoted from 18 @ 23¢ ¥ 1b, with very
little
which will sorely try these resolutions; and
ing a large thick bar of iron—section of railroad koffering
under 20c # 1b. Strictly ceoice Western
probably break the democracy,in both branches,
bar for instance—red hot, and suddenly lowering
creameries are firmly held at 38° @ 39¢ # Bb, but we
away from these promised moorings.
The in- it into the water,
hear of no Northein selling at over 33¢, which is
just so it is submerged.
The
dications are strong that the leaders of the
considered
a full price at the Slofe. Fair 0
sudden escape of steam forces the foul gts updemocrats will attempt to divert attention from
creameries command 33 @ Sic ©.
at the ¢ ose,
ward. When a fire will burn in the well, the air Bojdess
are
a little firmer, bat buyers continue to
the extreme greenback positions taken by so is pure.— Prairie Farmer,
eep off.
many of their party, by reopening the questions
Sometimes
a clay soil is overlaid with vegeta- | CHEESE. The market has ruled steady, with a
of the tariff, and thus
fixing the attention of the
moderate demand from the trade. Sules of choice
commercial interests of the country upon the ble mold. This only needs gradual deepening and
factory have
made at 12 @ 13¢c ¥ Bb, and 13c is
full discussion of a general revision of duties, drainage to make a good soil, greatly improv- the top sellingbeen
price for best lots, although some
Coupled with this, there will be a vigorous bid ing the condition of the land. I have known corn are held higoer. Fairto good
lots command
10@ 1124c¥
for popularity through a move for reduced tax- successfully raised in such a case. The
Bb. The advance abroad has no percultivaation. While the greenback men, in spite of tor comes
ceptible effect on the market here.
in here to mix finely the two qualities
GGS. Strictly fresh Eggs
are scarce and would
the crushing defeats
he fall elections, are
of soil. Thorough mixture should never be lost command z4c, but the market is largely su plied
pretending that they still have vigorous life,
with common stock, which moves off very s! owly.
sight
of
in
any
soil,
as
the
change
of
particles
the democrai
ve them no encouragement,
Sales of Eastern and Northern at 22 @ 23¢; and
gives chance for extended union, of the elements 3 Western
but,on the contrary, treat them with coldness.
20 @ 21c ¥ dozen,
Limed are slow at
new combinations are formed, aided ‘by the air 16 @ 15¢ ¥ at doz.
In all the talk heard here, the idea of the dem- and
Eggs are very dull, and
increased moistme Sonsequeh upon stirring hard to sell at 156 Ice-house
ocratic managers is that the soft-money element
@ 22¢.
the 80il.—7. @. in Couniry Gentleman.
BrANS. The demand for Pea is not quite so acof their party can retreat. from the financial
Laing, in his travels in Norway, says that the tive, but prices are fairly sustained at $2 10@ $2 12
positions which have proved so disastrous, and
for choice vaud picked Northern, and $2 @ $2 104
substitute instead an attack upon the national
horses in that country have a very sensible way
for choice Western. Choice Mediums continue
banks. They seem: to believe that this can of taking their food. Instead of swilling them- bu
in good demand at $180 & $185 @ bu. Yellow
be made to take the place of greenback ideas
Eyes
are firm at $2 10 @ $225 for choice, and $2 25
selves with a pailful of water at a draught, no
in the West, and that such men as Thurman,
@ $2 40 for improved, with a fair demand.
doubt
from
the
fear
of
not
getting
any
again,
and
and those who have heretofore held hard monPOTATOES. The market has ruled dull the past
then over-gorging themselves for the same reason,
few days, and only very choice stock , will comey views, can retrace their stéps through such
mand outside figures. There is a large supply
they have a bucket of water put down beside
a shifting of the financial issue. The talk over
here, and the receipts each day are more
than
the probability of the Governor of Maine giv- their allowance ot hay. It is amusing to ree with
equal to the demand. Sales of Maine Central
ing certificates to a democratic legislature, is what relish they take a snip of the one and a Rose
have been at 50 g 55¢, and 6)c an extreme
sufficiently animated, and the ‘proposition suf- mouthful of the other alternately,
price for choice Houlton stock. Northern Rose
sometimes only
ficiently indorsed to show how firmly fixed the
are hard to sell at over 50c 4 bu. Other kinds
moistening their mouths, as a rational being
idea of democratic success depending largely
range irom 45 @ 500 ¥ bu Sweets ure firmer, with |
would do while gating a dinner of such dry
sales of Norfolk at $2 a $2 23, and Jerseys al $2 50
food. A broken-winded
gon the next count, is fixed in the democratic
horse is scarcely ever
seen in Norway.—XN. Y. Herald.
mind.
°@ $2 75 1 bbl.
:
HAY AND STRAW. The market continues to be
While flax is essentially a plant of the temperwell supplied with Hay, and $15 @ $16 # ton cover
ate zone, it is adapted to quite a wide range of most ofthe sales of choice Nortnern and Eastorn,
Latest News.
latitude. It is grown in Europe, the North of Poor and ordinary grades move slowly at $10 g
Eighteen buildings, comprising the business
814 ¥ ton. Rye Straw is in good demand and firm
Africa, the temperate parts of Asia and throughat $20 ¥ ton.
portion of the town of Farmington, Minnesota,
out eastern North America. In the southern hemDRESSED POULTRY. There has been a brisk
were destroyed by fire on Saturday night, in- isphere itis grown but sparingly, whilein the tor- demrand for choice Turkeys, with eales at 18 @ 2c
Fine fat Turkeys are wanted and will
probvolving a property loss of $150,000.——An en- rid zone it is grown wholly for its oil, The northern ¥b.
abry bring’ a little ‘more than our fSuoia ions.
gine and five freight cars were precipitated in- limits of its cultivation in Europe are at 65 de- Choice Chickens will readily command
18c. Common thin Poulity oboe owiy, There Bi a
grees in Norway, and at 64 degrees in Sweden
to a creek at Rock Island, Ill; by a misplaced
and Russia.
very hight supply
the Als it is grown at an eleva.
sirable
Turkeys yesterday,
switch, on Friday night. No lives were lost, tion of 5500 feetIn above
and
the oh
are that choice lots i
the level of the sea. —Am.
comCultivator.
but the loss to the railroad company will be
mand high prices before Thanksgiving.
PORK,
The
market
is
quiet,
with
no
material
over $50,000.——M. J. McConn, found guilty
The Lincolus bear the longest and heaviest
change in prices.
Sales of extra prime at $10 50 a
of disposing of government
property while fleeces of any of the long-wooled tribes of sheep.
$11; mess at $11 50 @ $12; Boston at $13 g $13 bu;
The usual length is from 8 to 12 inches but it has and backs at $14 @ 14 50 ¥ bbl.
Indian contractor in Wyoming Territory, has
BEEF. There has been a moderate demand, with
been grown 16 inches long. The Cotswold bear the
been sentenced to one and one-half years’ imsales of Western mess and extra mess at $L1a812;
prisonment, to pay costs of suit, also a fine of next longest wool, usually giving it from 7 to 10 and extra plate at $12 @ $13 ¢ bbl.
inches in length. The heaviest individual fleeces
SMOKED Hams.
The sales huve been at 8% @
$1000 and to replace the property stolen.—
9¢ for Boston, and 9 @ 9% ¢ # Ib for Western,
of unwashed wool * have however been produced
Nothing is definitely known regarding the sucLABD. The market is firm, with sales of City
by Merinos. A ram of this breed in Vermont, last and Western at 73 @ 8¢ # Ib.
cessor of Prince Gortschakoff, hut it is intima- Jean J oaueed
a fleece weighing 33 Ibs., and one
ted in Germany that in view
of Russia’s inn California, a few years ago, had a fleece which
weighed
52
pounds,
which last is said to be the
creased armament the appointment of Prince heaviest
fleece on record.— Prairie Farmer.
‘Walonjieff only would prove a guarantee of her
Indian corn, we have ofter urged upon the nopeaceful
intentions.——The
late
Captain tice of
farmers, is the king of forage plants. EfCharles Phelps Williams of Stonington, Conn.,
forts have often been made to dethrone this supe:
Dr. J. A. Sherman, In consequence of the deby his will leaves to the Second Congregational ior plant, this sovereign among vegetables
mand for his personal services, will be at his Bos.
for
ton office on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
Society of Stonington, his fine Wequetequoc
cattle feed, but none has yet been found equal to and in New York on’ Saturdays,”
Mondays and
farm, old field and neck lot as an absolute es- - fodder corn. Pearl millet is one of the last,— Tucodays of each week, till further notice.
HIS
BOOK on Rupture gives the most reliable
tate; to the American Home Missionary So- perhaps we should include comfrey,~yet.we have
proofs from distinguished professional gentlemen,
ciety of the city of New York, $5000, and to seen no reason for giving
up corn for either of (Clergymen and merchants, of his successtul prac.
the American Board of Commissioners for them, or any
tice "and pohularie therefrom throughout this
other
proposed
competing
plant.
Foreign Missions, $5000.—The long-threatand the West Indies.
p
ened attack on the Peruvian coast by the Chil- For cattle feeding the corn plant, whether cut country
The afilicted should read it and inform themian fleet occurred on the 2d instant off Pisagua, green and fed, or cured for winter use, or ma- | selves.
f
s
with
Itis illustrated with Photographie likenesses of
when sixteen vessels opened fire on the
piace,
presen
8 ‘at
ngdom.
b
e
extremely
bad cases before and after cure, and
and after a terrible onslaught, lasting all day, informed farmers
can not do better than 1
row
mailed to those who send 10 cents.
the Chilians succeeded in capturing it. Its de- maize for fo
uses until it be demonstratedthat
fenders retreated on Pena Grande, where
there is something better—dmerican Traveller,
preparations are being made for an engage: :

The arrest of the Irish anti-rent

of the celebrated novelist, died in London on
|-Saturday morning, after an illness of eighteen months.
Catherine Dickens was the eldest daughter of George Hogarth,an English
:
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Some

may need milk.
It is the best food for some
who can digest it, and fit it for absorption.
Milk was made expressly for the youngest
members of society. It has the elements that
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THIS BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CANTATA
can

: be produced with or without costumes, and
will prove a most attractive Evening Musical Enfertalnment at phe Holiday Aono, aver 20
.
etc. © Fal direc
oruses,
Duel
ougs,
most effective rendering,
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Sent Postpaid on receipt of 5 Cents.
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The whole, not a “part, is the demand of

but by no means

what each child

RELIEVING

PT

Mrs. German Munoz and her brother-in-law,
Cyprian Munoz, both of Brooklyn, and regularly provided with passports, who sailed from
home Nov. 3, have been arrested at Santiago
de Cuba by the Spanish authorities, and thrown
into jail without any form of a trial. German
Munoz has telegraphed to Secretary Evarts for

children,

PROMPTLY

ur
as Cocoa or Chocolate. That prepared
1s
"alter Baker & Co. has the highest reputation of any in the market.

rr Ped

Vesuvius is again active, and a great eruption
seems probable.

some

should consider

A Safe and Effectual Remedy,

Everybody needs after the exhaustion of the
day a stimulant that is nourishing as well as
warming. Nothing is so well suited for this

The well are sometimes thin of flesh and in
want of strength.
Still, nutritious food has a
tendency to properly fatten. = Oatmeal is often urged as
fattening
food. . It fattens

i
‘ab

The steamer Pallas,from Copenhagen to Amsterdam, has foundered off Heimskerk, and 80
persons perished.

condi-

tion of the lean does not usually imply bad feeding.

ew

turning off 17,000 shawls per month,

4, The power which governs the universe
does bring forth results like these, and I can
not have fellowship with him unless I have
with them.
5. Mere poetic communion
with Nature is
not full fellowship with God.
The open secret,
the mere literature of the doctrine of the divine
immanency as power and beauty in Nature, is
swallowed up in the deeper secret of ethics, or
the immaneney of God as the power not ourselves that works for righteousness in Nature.

‘I'he

~ FAMILINE.

as

ad

Atfales Young, a fon of the iate Brigham
Young, is studying law in Paris.
The Merrimac woolen ‘mills, of Lowell, are

health,

health,

Stiff-

twice

at

must

be the communion with the highest in Nature.
2. The highest in me is conscience.
8. The highest in history is Christ.

6.

nor does fat mean good

Fifteen artesian wells, lately driven on the
shores of Mystic lake, yield 606,000 gallons of
water every 24 hours.

midnight; Bipe I must throw away illustration

theism.

nine

poor

lust

AR

the hights of Lebanon, and to the Parthenon at

Leauness does not mean

eners and make a boot or shoe
long.

Planos,

bad

Thursday night off Detroit, Mich., and
persons are supposed to have been lost.

to lead to-day to Niagara and the Yosemite,and

ly so.

25¢. buys « pair of Lyon's Patent Heel

They may be.or may not be, hereditari-

New

hak A

purpose

in order to emphasize principles,
1. Communion with God in Nature

ean.

The tug J. P. Clark, valued at $3000, capsizéd

Knee Swells, Walnut

CW
oS
al

my

Di-

effective, giving immediate.

76 East Ninth "n 8 tract New ar
York,
73 Randolph
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the first two months, $2.20; and for $2.00 received we will send the Star one year.
For25 cents receivedwe will send the Star
hree months on trial.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment, on the label of his paper, and not
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vine spirit passes....It had been

the

marvelously

relief in most cases.

Mothers should be familiar with the laws of
growth. Some children are fat and others are

Over 90,000 persons have died from the cholera in Japan, but the epidemic has now ceased.

harps of

which

and

WHAT FOOD OHILDREN NEED.

;

ORGAN B} ATTY PIANg

I

the Afoliun

human individualities through

Miscellaneona.

FOR CATARRHAL and Throat
Disorders
“Brown's Bronchial Troches” are renowned

2

7

importance than tf needléds, and the wind is |
to be adored rather than

Bural and Domestic.

Hes Sunimary.

BOSTON MONDAY LECTURES.
FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD IN NATURE.
Emerson teaches that magnetism is of more

We.
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